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Abstract
One of the greater issues in Genetic Programming (GP) is the computa-
tional effort required to run the evolution and discover a good solution.
Phenomena such as program bloating (where genetic programs rapidly grow
in size) can quickly exhaust available memory resources and slow down
the evolutionary process, while the heavy cost of performing fitness eval-
uation can make problems which have a lot of available data very slow to
solve. These issues may limit GP in some tasks it can appropriately be
applied to, as well as inhibit its applications in time/space sensitive envi-
ronments.
In this thesis, we look at developing solutions to some of these issues in
GP computational cost. First, we develop an algebraic program simplifi-
cation method based on simple rules and hashing techniques, and use this
method in conjunction with the standard GP on a variety of tasks. Our
results suggest that program simplification can lead to a significant reduc-
tion in program size, while not significantly changing the effectiveness of
the systems in finding solution programs. Secondly, we analyse the effects
of program simplification on the internal GP “building blocks” to inves-
tigate whether simplification is a destructive or constructive force. Using
two models for building blocks (numerical-nodes and the more complex
fixed-depth subtree), we track building blocks through GP runs on a sym-
bolic regression problem, both with and without using simplification. We
find that the program simplification process can both disrupt and con-
struct building blocks in the GP populations. However, GP systems using
simplification appear to retain important building blocks, and the simpli-
fication process appears to lead to an increase in genetic diversity. These
may help explain why using simplification does not reduce the effective-
ness of GP systems in solving tasks.
Lastly, we develop two methods of reducing the cost of fitness evalu-
ation by reducing the number of node evaluations performed. The first
method is elitism avoidance, which avoids re-evaluating programs which
have been placed in the population using elitism reproduction. This method
reduces the CPU time for evolving solutions for six different GP tasks. The
second method is a subtree caching mechanism which store fitness evalu-
ations for subtrees in a cache so that they may be fetched when these sub-
trees are encountered in future fitness evaluations. Results suggest that
using this mechanism can significantly reduce both the number of node
evaluations and the overall CPU time used in evolving solutions, without
reducing the fitness of the solutions produced.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter we will introduce general concepts of GP, identify some
current problems with GP today and form some research questions/goals
which this thesis will aim to answer. We will also summarise the major
contributions that we have made and the overall organisation of this the-
sis.
1.1 Genetic Programming
Genetic programming (GP) [40] is a method of automatically generating
programs for solving specific tasks based on concepts loosely derived from
Darwinian Evolution. Firstly, an initial group of randomly generated ge-
netic programs, normally represented as parse trees such as LISP-S trees, is
created. The process of selection based on fitness is carried out to provide
a basis for the next program generation. Fitness is determined by running
the programs and evaluating them on a set of criteria called fitness func-
tion. The genetic operators of crossover for swapping of sections of pro-
grams, mutation for random alterations to a program, and reproduction for
retaining the best programs are applied to the selected programs to create
a new population of programs. The process of creating new generations is
repeated until certain termination criterion is met. The “best” program in
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the last generation is usually used as the resulting system solution. GP can
be seen as a genetic beam search through the space of possible solutions
to the task.
GP is an emerging field in evolutionary computing and machine learn-
ing and has already been applied to many tasks, including image analysis
[66], object detection [100], regression problems [40] and even control pro-
grams for walking robots [11]. GP has been very successful in solving or
performing these tasks and “now routinely delivers high-return human-
competitive machine intelligence” [41, 42].
1.2 Issues in GP
GP can be fairly computationally intensive when training programs, espe-
cially when trying to evolve solutions to more difficult tasks. Often these
tasks will have more complex and intricate solutions which may require a
larger program tree to encompass and larger GP populations to find. As
such, GPmay slow down significantly as evolution progresses or even halt
completely. It is essential that we reduce the computational effort required
by GP.
1.2.1 Program Bloat and Redundancy
Program bloating is a well-documented fundamental problem that affects
GP today [40, 88, 10]. As the GP evolution progresses, there is a tendency
for programs to grow rapidly, in reaction to the destructive nature of the
GP crossover operator. This growth, which is largely made up of redun-
dant code (functionally contributes nothing to the program’s output), is
detrimental to the GP process, capable of quickly exhausting a system’s
available memory and possibly prematurely halting the process before a
good solution can be found. It also unnecessarily explores regions of the
search space which are not beneficial, which may even lessen the effec-
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tiveness in finding a good solution. Redundant code can also result in an
unnecessarily complex program, which is inefficient in its execution and
difficult to interpret and comprehend.
There have been several approaches to controlling this bloating. These
include methods of indirectly reducing redundancy (e.g. Parsimony Pres-
sure [40, 99, 58, 87, 50], EdgeMarking [10], Explicitly Defined Introns [59]),
as well as methodswhich directly identify and remove the redundant code
(e.g. Simplification [19, 101]). Methods such as Parsimony Pressure have
shown limitations (i.e. performance is task dependent [50], premature GP
population convergence [58]), while previous simplification methods have
required translation of GP programs into alternate representations (e.g.
program string [19], prime number encoding [101]) before simplification
can be applied. Ideally, we would like to have an approach to control re-
dundancy growth which can be applied to a variety of tasks, and which
requires as little manipulation of the GP programs as necessary.
On the other hand, this redundancy may aid the effectiveness of the
evolutionary process by providing a more diverse selection of program
fragments for the process to use, and protecting useful “building blocks”
(building blocks are small pieces of code which contribute highly towards
the overall fitness of the program) within programs from the destructive
nature of the crossover operator [10]. In other words, they are very impor-
tant and useful subparts of the programs. By removing these redundan-
cies, we may be exposing these building blocks to the crossover operator,
breaking them up and causing the fitness of the programs to fall. If this
is so, the effectiveness of GP in finding a good solution may be hindered.
It is necessary to investigate the relationship between the redundancy and
the effectiveness of GP, as well as how removing this redundancy affects
building blocks within the GP populations.
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1.2.2 Fitness Evaluation
Fitness evaluation is the most expensive procedure in GP [24]. In each
generation, all programs typically need to be evaluated for fitness, which
is then used by genetic selection. For many tasks, such as classification,
this can mean evaluating a single program on hundreds (or thousands) of
fitness cases in order to determine that program’s classification accuracy.
Taking a typical GP system with 500 programs per generation, 50 gener-
ations of evolution and 500 fitness cases, we arrive at 12, 500, 000 fitness
evaluations that need to be performed throughout the process. It is clear
that reducing the cost of fitness evaluations is necessary to improving the
efficiency and applicability of GP. Therefore it is necessary to find appro-
priate methods of reducing this cost.
1.3 Thesis Goals
The overall goal of this thesis is to improve the GP process to increase
its efficiency, thereby improving GP’s utilisation of available system re-
sources. We can split this overall goal into two subgoals. The first subgoal
is to combat program bloat and reduce the memory usage that GP requires
during evolution. This is important in allowing GP to be applied to more
difficult tasks, as well as allowing GP to be used in more constrained envi-
ronments. The second subgoal is to decrease the amount of training time
needed for GP to find a solution. This is also important for the applica-
bility of GP in environments with strict time requirements (e.g. industry
applications).
In order to achieve these goals, this thesis will focus on answering the
following research questions.
1. How can program bloat be reduced?
The program bloating problem is a significant source of resource us-
age in GP and a key issue in GP. In this thesis, we will develop a pro-
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gram simplification method based on algebraic rules which directly
removes superfluous code from programs during the evolutionary
process. We expect that the use of this simplification method will be
able to improve the evolutionary training efficiency while maintain-
ing the effectiveness of the GP solutions.
2. Will removing the bloat worsen GP performance?
It has been theorised that program bloating is an automatic response
to the destructive properties of the GP crossover operator. By having
large amounts of “useless” code, the probability of crossover choos-
ing a crossover point within another, more important section of code
is low. By removing the program bloat, simplification may lead to a
disruption of GP “building-blocks”, which may be vital to the suc-
cess of a GP run. Consequently, we may see a deterioration in the
effectiveness of GP to solve the given task.
To test this hypothesis, wewill examine “building-blocks” within the
GP populations during GP evolution, both with and without simpli-
fication being used. This empirical analysis will give us a deeper
understanding of the effects of simplification on GP.
3. How can fitness evaluation be made more efficient?
A majority of existing works for reducing fitness evaluation costs in
GP have fallen into two approaches: refining the fitness cases or re-
fining the fitness evaluation procedure. We aim to develop a new
approach to reducing the number of node evaluations required to
evaluate GP programs using caching methods, and hence make fit-
ness evaluation more efficient.
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1.4 Major Contributions
This thesis makes the following major contributions towards the field of
GP.
1. Algebraic Simplification. We develop an algebraic simplifica-
tion algorithmwhich uses algebraic simplification rules and our own
Algebraic EquivalenceHashingmethod to directly simplify tree-based
programs within GP populations during the evolutionary process.
This work shows how the redundant code in evolved genetic pro-
grams can be directly removed during the evolutionary process. Our re-
sults show that simplification is able to reduce the size of programs
within GP, and when not performed at every generation, is able to
reduce the CPU time required to evolve solutions. They also show
that using simplification does not reduce the effectiveness of GP in
finding good solutions.
Part of this work has been published in:
• Mengjie Zhang and PhillipWong. “Genetic Programming forMed-
ical Classification: A Program Simplification Approach”. Genetic
Programming and Evolvable Machines. Vol. 9, 2008. 27pp. DOI
10.1007/s10710-008-9059-9. (online)
• Phillip Wong, Mengjie Zhang. “Algebraic Simplification of GP
Programs during Evolution”. Proceeding of Genetic and Evolu-
tionary Computation Conference 2006 (GECCO 2006). ACM
Press. pp. 927-934.
2. Building Block Analysis of Simplification. We developed
two building-block models (numerical-nodes, fixed-depth subtrees)
as well as our own methodology for analysing and visualising these
building-blocks as they interact in GP runs. Using thesemodels/methodologies
we provide an analysis of the effects of using our simplificationmethod
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on the internal building-blocks of many GP runs on a symbolic re-
gression problem. This analysis improves our understanding of how
using program simplification affects GP systems beyond directly re-
moving redundant code. Our results show that simplification both
disrupts and constructs building blocks.
Parts of this work has been published in:
• Phillip Wong, Mengjie Zhang. “Numerical-Node Building Block
Analysis of Genetic Programming with Simplification”. Genetic and
Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO’07). ACMPress.
2007.
• Phillip Wong, Mengjie Zhang. “Effects of Program Simplification
on Simple Building Blocks in Genetic Programming”. Proceedings
of the 2007 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation. IEEE
Press. Singapore. 2007. pp. 1570-1577.
3. Subtree Caching in Fitness Evaluation.Wedeveloped amethod
of caching evaluations of program subtrees during GP evolution in
order to avoid re-evaluating subtrees that re-occur in the GP popu-
lations during the evolutionary process. This work shows how we
can reduce the number of node evaluations that the fitness evalua-
tion procedure needs to perform, and therefore reduce its computa-
tional effort. Our results show that we can significantly reduce both
the number of node evaluations performed, as well as the CPU time
needed for GP to evolve solutions, without reducing the effectiveness
of the programs produced.
Part of this work has been published in:
• Phillip Wong, Mengjie Zhang. “SCHEME: Caching Subtrees in
Genetic Programming”. Proceedings of the 2008 IEEE Congress
on Evolutionary Computation. IEEE Press. Hong Kong. June
2008. pp. 2683-2690.
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1.5 Structure
The remainder of this thesis will be structured as follows. Chapter 2 pro-
vides a detailed discussion of background concepts and work related to
this thesis. Chapter 3 describes the settings and parameters used for the
GP systems in this thesis, as well as describing each of the datasets used
for experiments.
Chapter 4 investigates our first research question and describes our
simplification system for removing program bloat. We integrate this sim-
plification system with the standard GP and perform experiments using
several tasks.
Chapters 5 and 6 address our second research question. Chapter 5
presents our first approach (using numerical-nodes), including our method-
ology for analysing and investigating the effect of simplification on these
numerical-nodes. In chapter 6, we expand on this simple building-block
model and look at fixed-depth subtrees, again investigating the effect of sim-
plification on these building-blocks.
Chapter 7 looks at our third and final research question. It presents
our methods of avoiding fitness evaluation through exploiting elitism and
caching fitness evaluations for subtrees.
Finally, chapter 8 summarises the major conclusions we found during
the work for this thesis, and discusses possible future directions.
Chapter 2
Literature Survey
2.1 Background Concepts
In this section we will explain some of the background concepts surround-
ing the work in this thesis. The descriptions will only present a brief
overview of these concepts to familiarise the reader. However, citations
are provided for further reading if more in depth information is desired.
2.1.1 Machine Learning
Machine Learning (ML) [56, 2, 51, 9] is a large sub-field of Artificial In-
telligence that concerns developing techniques that allow computers to
“learn”. It is mainly focused on the automatic extraction of information
from available data. Common applications for machine learning include:
natural language processing, medical diagnosis, handwriting recognition,
financial analysis, speech processing etc.
Machine learning methods themselves are split into a number of tech-
niques. These include: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, re-
inforcement learning, transduction, semi-supervised learning etc. In this
work, we are only concerned with supervised learning.
9
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Supervised Learning
Supervised Learning is one of the many learning techniques used in ma-
chine learning. It consists of using a set of labelled training instances from
which the learning system derives a desired function (i.e. a classifier) that
maps input data to desired output. The labels are provided by “experts”
in the particular task the data is used for.
If all of the possible inputs and outputs are known then this task is rel-
atively straightforward (and can be simply and efficiently accomplished
using a look-up table). However, most problems for supervised learning
contain intractable numbers of possible input combinations. Hence, the
amount of data available to a learner is usually only a subset of the possi-
ble data. The aim of a good learner is to be able to correctly work on new
data that it has not seen before (i.e. generalise to unseen data).
Because of this aim, a learning method often needs to be monitored or
controlled to avoid overfitting [91, 1]. Over the course of learning, there
will be a point where the learner can still perform increasingly well on the
data it is trained on, but its performance on unseen test data drops. At this
point, we say that the learner is overfitting the training data.
Overfitting can be seen as a model with an excess of parameters for a
particular problem [51]. In figure 2.1, we have half a dozen data points
which have an output y given a particular value x. Also in the figure
we have two models that fit this set of data. The first is a straight line
passing through all the points, while the second is a complex curve which
also passes through all the data points. Even though both of these models
can correctly predict the outputs for the seen data, it is unlikely that the
complex model will perform well on unseen data. In line with Occam’s
razor, it is often best (all else being equal) to choose the simpler model
with fewer parameters that describes the data.
There are a multitude of ways to avoid overfitting, but the most com-
mon of these is perhaps early stopping. In addition to the training data and
the testing data, we have a third, validation data set. The validation set is
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Figure 2.1: Simple example of an overfitting model
used to monitor the training process. While the learner does not directly
learn from the validation set data, it is periodically tested on the valida-
tion data to see if overfitting has occurred (estimated through observing
repeated drops in performance on validation data).
In some cases, the amount of available data is very small, making it
difficult to split the data into sufficiently sized training, testing and vali-
dation sets. In these cases, we use a technique called k-fold cross-validation
[39] (also sometimes called rotation estimation). This is performed by di-
viding the available data into k number of equally sized sets or folds (k is
user-defined, i.e. k = 10, 10-fold cross-validation). The learning method is
trained and tested k number of times, each time using a different fold for
testing and the remaining k−1 folds for training the system. An average of
the results for the k folds can be used as a single estimation for the system
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being tested.
2.1.2 Evolutionary Computation
Evolutionary Computation (EC) [30, 18] is another sub-field of Artificial
Intelligence which involves developing solutions to problems, using evo-
lutionary techniques often inspired by biological concepts in evolution.
EC methods maintain a collection or population of structures (e.g. pro-
grams, binary strings, etc.) on which genetic operators are applied. These
operators often borrow from biological evolution, resulting in operators
such as reproduction, mutation, and selection.
The process of selection is based on the desire to retain highly fit indi-
viduals, while ignoring unfit individuals. Selected programs are then used
for other genetic operators such as mutation or crossover. By using selec-
tion, programs in the next generation are likely to be derived frommore fit
individuals in the current generation. Selection requires that all individu-
als in a population be evaluated for fitness (i.e. how well the individual is
performing), an often costly procedure.
There are many paradigms (algorithms) in EC, including (but not lim-
ited to) Genetic Algorithms [55], Genetic Programming, Evolution Strate-
gies [8], Evolutionary Programming [18], Particle Swarm Optimization
[38] and Ant Colony Optimization [17]. As this thesis is concerned with
Genetic Programming, we will give a brief review of GP in the next sub-
section.
2.1.3 Genetic Programming
Genetic Programming (GP) [72, 47] is an EC method popularised by Koza
in 1992 [40]. GP is a form of evolutionary computation, in which the struc-
tures being evolved are computer programs. These programs are often
LISP-S type expressions stored in a tree-structure, but can also be other
program structures, including graph [65], linear [57, 20, 7, 62] or gram-
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matical [93, 96] structures. Poli et al. [72] provides an excellent primer to
GP and is a highly recommended read. As this thesis is focused on tree
based GP (TGP), we will briefly review TGP in the rest of this subsection.
For standard tree-based GP, the values are taken from the terminal
nodes and fed through the connected function nodes up to the root of the
tree producing a single numeric value as the output.
Terminal and Function Set
The nodes of a GP program are selected from the terminal and function
sets, which can be designed for the particular task being worked on. The
terminal set often consists of a number of feature terminals which corre-
spond to various features in the task. The terminal set usually also in-
cludes a number of randomly valued numeric terminals (also called ephemeral
random constants [ERCs] [40]) which allows the GP system to construct
numeric constants which may be required for making a solution to the
given task.
The function set provides functions which are used to manipulate the
terminal node values and build up the output for the GP program. The
arithmetic operators (+, −, ×, ÷) combined with an if operator are the
most commonly used functions in GP. In our work we use the if<0 vari-
ant of the if operator. The if<0 operator takes three arguments. The first
is used as the condition and is evaluated to determine if the result is less
than zero. If the condition passes (is less than zero), then the result of
the second argument is passed as the result of the if<0 operator. If the
condition fails, then the third argument is passed up instead. Other math-
ematical functions such as absolute, trigonometric functions (sine, cosine,
tangent) and logarithmic functions are also fairly common to use in the
function set, depending on the amount of prior knowledge known about
the nature of the problem.
There are two additional requirements that the terminal and functions
sets need to satisfy. The first is that the terminal and function sets must
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have closure. Closure requires that any function in the function set must
be able to take any value from a terminal or function as an input. Because
of this, it is common practice to use a special form of division:protected
divison. In protected division, a division by zero is defined to return the
value zero, removing the undefined case. The second requirement is suf-
ficiency. That is, that the contents of the terminal and function sets should
be enough to solve the given problem. However, prior knowledge about
certain problems can often be limited, and it can be difficult to determine
beforehand if a terminal and function set are sufficient for those problems.
Population Initialisation
As in most other evolutionary computation techniques, the initial popu-
lation for GP is randomly generated. The two earliest and most common
approaches to creating these random trees are the grow and fullmethods.
In the full method, trees are filled to their maximum size (where all
leaf nodes are at the same depth). This is accomplished by selecting only
function nodes for each branch until the maximum tree depth is reached,
whereupon only terminal nodes can be selected to complete the tree. All
program trees produced using this initialisation method are similar in
shape, since all branches are completely filled (though different operators
may have differing numbers of children).
In the grow method, the tree nodes are chosen from the combined set
of terminals and functions until the maximum depth is reached on any of
its branches. At this point, only terminals can be chosen to complete the
tree. Using this method results in a bigger variety of tree shapes.
A lot of people use a combination of these two methods when creating
the initial population, creating half of the population using one method
and the other half using the other. This combination of methods is called
ramped half-and-half. This method uses a range of depth limits in order
to ensure that the initial population has a wide variety of tree sizes and
shapes.
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Selection
There are two selection methods which are most commonly used in ge-
netic programming. The first of these is fitness-proportionate selection. In
fitness-proportionate selection, each program in the GP population is allo-
cated a chance of being selected, where the chances of a particular program
being selected is proportional to that program’s fitness. In this way, more
fit programs are more likely to be selected, while not entirely excluding
less fit programs.
The other popular method is tournament selection. In this method, a
number of programs are randomly chosen from the population and placed
into the tournament. Then these programs are compared with each other
and the fittest program is selected as the winner. Tournament selection has
been shown to balance out selection pressure [47] so that a single highly fit
program cannot overpower the next generation.
Crossover
The most common crossover (subtree crossover) operator takes two GP pro-
grams and selects a crossover pointwithin each of those program. The sub-
trees of both programs originating at their respective crossover points are
then swapped, resulting in two new GP programs. Both of these newly
created GP programs are then inserted into the new GP population. An
example of this type of crossover is shown in figure 2.2.
Mutation
The most common mutation operator used in GP selects a mutation point
within a selected program. The subtree rooted at that point is then re-
placed with a new randomly generated subtree, although it is sometimes
implemented by crossing over a program with an entirely new randomly
generated program. An example of this type of mutation is shown in fig-
ure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Simple example of GP crossover
Reproduction
Reproduction is a simple genetic operator where a selected program is
simply copied, without modification, to the new generation. A common
method of reproduction is elitism. In elitism, the normal selection method
is not used, instead the programs in the population are ranked according
to their fitness and a number of the highest ranked individuals are copied
directly into the new population. By using elitism, it is ensured that the
best program in the next generation is at least as good as the best program
in the current generation.
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Figure 2.3: Simple example of GP mutation
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2.2 Related Work to Program Bloating
2.2.1 The Problem, and Causes
The problem of program bloat is a well documented problem which has
been known since the beginning of GP. Koza describes this phenomenon
in [40], where GP programs tend to grow excessively large. This sub-
section describes some typical work that has been performed on this phe-
nomenon.
The main issue with this growth is the rate at which it occurs. Lang-
don claims in [43] that the average growth in program depth is linearwhen
using the standard genetic operators (approximately one level per gener-
ation). As each additional depth contains increasingly more nodes, this
leads to a trend in GP of initial sub-quadratic growth, which then accel-
erates to quadratic growth in program size. However, he also found that
in large discrete programs, the whole population can have the same fit-
ness with 100% variety (all programs are non-identical). This phenomenon
reduces selection pressure and may account for occasional observed in-
stances of continued sub-quadratic growth.
The difficulty of the GP task may also have an effect on code growth.
Gustafson et al. [28] tried to establish this relationship. They look at two
different symbolic regression problems of different difficulties (by tuning
the difficulty with different ephemeral random constant [ERC] ranges).
They conclude that increased task difficulty leads to a higher selection
pressure and less diverse genetic populations. Both of these contribute
to an increased rate of code growth. They also make some recommenda-
tions with regard to controlling selection pressure to make similar tasks
have lessened code growth.
Blickle and Thiele [10] investigated the causes of program bloat. They
suggested that if reproduction rate was too low (and selection pressure
correspondingly high) then redundancy free trees were prone to dying
out and redundancy would grow. High fitness and highly redundant pro-
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grams spread exponentially through the populations.
Langdon and Poli [46, 45], go on to support Blickle and Thiele’s claim
that fitness based selection pressure causes solutions to grow in size. They
claim that using a static evaluation method for fitness leads to larger so-
lutions as there are simply many more larger solutions than smaller ones.
[46] solely focused onmutation in order to show that evenwithout crossover,
using a fitness based selection process results in bloating.
There have been four theories that underly the causes of code growth
in GP. Streeter [90] provides a good summary of these. These are the Intron
Theory (introns are created as a response to destructive crossover), Diffu-
sion Theory (that large programs propagate through a population quickly
as they are more likely to have good fitness), Removal Bias Theory (invi-
able nodes occur deeper, so neutral crossovers tend to remove small trees
from deeper points and then add larger trees) and Depth-Correlation The-
ory (which is similar to removal bias, but also adds that tree size itself is a
defense from crossover and mutation). He then outlines resilience, a mea-
sure of how resistant to change in behaviour a program is (if mutations
are made, how different is the programs behaviour). It is noticed that
larger programs are more resilient. Finally, a modified selection method is
used which adds in a penalty of having a lowminimum behaviour change
(MBC). This penalizes resilient programs that do not differ from parents
very much. Having a MBC = 0.1 is shown to eliminate code growth in his
symbolic regression experiments.
Nordin and Banzhaf [58] use experiments on symbolic regression prob-
lems to argue that destructive crossover (that few crossover events in-
crease fitness and may lower fitness) may lead to code growth, as code
growth may protect programs from these destructive crossovers and mu-
tations (Intron Theory).
Luke [49] uses experiments on symbolic and multiplexer tasks to show
that if “inviable code” (redundancy) is actively inhibited or restricted from
propogation in the populations, then this leads to an “increase” in tree
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growth. The paper goes on to claim that inviable code or introns are an
effect of code growth and not the cause, effectively arguing against the
Intron Theory school of thought. The paper then promotes the depth-
correlation theory to explaining code growth in GP.
Other works have suggested that there may be other pressures in GP
that influence the growth of code in GP. McPhee and Miller suggest in
[54] that there is a “force in GP that results in the development of more
accurate replicators” (Replication Accuracy Force). That is that larger trees
are more likely to yield semantically equivalent children to their parents
via crossover. This “force” leads to a tendency of subtrees to grow in size.
However, they also state in their work that some of their experiments did
not exhibit this behaviour, meaning their conclusions are not universal.
Piszcza and Soule [64], demonstrate that while using GP to solve a
symbolic regression problem, there is significant pressure for genetic ro-
bustness which forces the population away from high fitness (but less ro-
bust) solutions in favour of lower fitness (but higher in robustness) solu-
tions.
Zhang and Soule [103] also work on the basis of introns and ‘genes’
which either do not influence fitness or have very little effect. Genetically
robust solutions are solutions that are less likely to be degraded by genetic
operators, such as crossover. They examine the role of genes that cancel
each other out (common in redundant code). We find that allowing such
canceling genes to exist in the populations leads to an overall increase in
the rate of code growth, both through the inclusion of self-canceling code
and through a general increase in introns. They also find that the GP evo-
lution generally follows a two-step process. Initially the operative code
evolves rapidly to achieve a (near) optimal fitness. Then, the inoperative
code begins to evolve most rapidly to increase robustness.
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2.2.2 Basic Bloat Control: Depth and Size Limiting
The most basic method for controlling program bloating is to limit the
size of the program tree. One way is to set a depth limit, where programs
cannot grow larger (through the genetic operators) than a specified depth.
Another way is to set a size limit, which limits the total number of nodes
that a program can grow to. Both of these approaches are commonly used
in GP.
Silva and Costa [82] compare two commonly used approaches to con-
trolling bloat in GP: depth limits for trees and resource-limits for populations.
Depth-limiting is the approach of specifying a limit to how deep a tree is
allowed to be. Resource-limited GP is a technique which limits how many
nodes a population of programs are allowed to have in total. That is, the
total number of nodes that all the programs in a given GP population can-
not exceed a specified amount. Static depth limiting and dynamic depth
limiting (which modifies the depth limit dynamically) are tested, along
with two dynamic resource limiting (normal and light) methods on three
tasks: symbolic regression, even parity and artificial ant. They claim that
resource-limited GP produces smaller and more accurate programs than
the depth-limiting method.
2.2.3 Parsimony Pressure
Parsimony Pressure was one of the first major approaches forumulated to
combatting program bloat. Parsimony Pressure is an indirect method of
controlling bloat where the fitness function used in the GP system is mod-
ified to penalise larger programs. This results in a larger program being
given a lower fitness value than a smaller program even if they perform
equally well on the given task. By doing this, it is hoped that not only will
there be selection pressure to find well performing solutions, but also to
find smaller solutions. Some typical work on this method are reviewed in
this sub-section.
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Early experiments by Koza [40] actually showed a loss in effectiveness
when using Parsimony Pressure on a number of GP tasks. Works since
then have attempted to improve the parsimony pressure methods/formulae.
Muhlenbein [99] treats GP as a statistical inference problem and applies
the Bayesianmodel to formulate a class of fitness functions with both error
and complexity terms (i.e. parsimony pressure). From this they develop
an adaptive learning method that balances model-complexity to obtain
smaller programs without loss of population diversity, which is needed
for accuracy. It is only used on neural network synthesis tasks for experi-
mentation although the authors claim it should work in other domains.
Nordin and Banzhaf [58] argues the need for “compression pressure”
in all variable length evolutionary techniques (not just GP). They perform
empirical experiments on a symbolic regression task and find that using
pressure generally leads to a more efficient search and programs that are
better at generalizing across unseen data. However, using pressure also
tends to lead to premature convergence toward a non-optimal solution,
that is, there is a degradation in performance of the resulting programs.
Soule et al. [87] agrees with other papers that parsimony pressure can
produce poorer performance. It goes on to suggest (using results from
experiments on the “even-parity problem” and using f(i) = P (i)p(si)
for parsimony pressure) that parsimony pressure can drive a population
quickly to minimal size and minimal performance. This is more likely
with higher values of pressure. If this “trapping” does not occur, then GP
trial shows little degradation. They also find that the relationship between
size and performance in a population can give an indication of the trials
chances of being trapped and failing.
Luke and Panait [50] describe a modification to the tournament selec-
tion operation which effectively performs parsimony pressure. If two ran-
domly chosen programs in the tournament have the same fitness then the
smaller program is selected. Two additional variants of this selection op-
erator, which use direct-bucketing and ratio-bucketing, are also tested, where
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fitness is partitioned into buckets and programs are assigned to a bucket.
Programs with identical bucket ranks are treated as if they have identi-
cal fitness in the parsimony pressure step. Experiments are performed on
four tasks: artificial ant, 11-bit boolean multiplexer, symbolic regression
and even-5 parity [40]. In 75% of their experiments, using lexicographic
parsimony pressure or its variants maintains the same mean fitness as
when using simple depth limiting. However, they find that their method
cannot control growth in their symbolic regression problem and the code
bloats. They claim that when using depth limiting in combination with
lexicographic parsimony pressure, both equivalent fitnesses and capping
of bloat can be attained.
2.2.4 Other Bloat Control Methods
Koza [40] describes using Automatically Defined Functions (ADFs) as an ap-
proach to redundant code. ADFs provide a mechanism for GP to encap-
sulate subtrees of code, allowing for reuse of “useful” portions of a GP
program. These ADFs are regarded as functions during the GP evolu-
tion and are treated as atomic (i.e. unbreakable) subtrees. By using ADFs
(which are only stored once and referred to multiple times), commonly
used, “useful” pieces of code are more efficiently stored which saves com-
puter memory. In a similar fashion, graph-based GP [65] exploits code
re-use to improve memory utilisation.
Blickle and Thiele [10] attempt to identify redundancy and try to fur-
ther explain the size problem in GP. They describe GP in a mathemat-
ically equivalent form and introduce a definition for redundancy using
this form. This paper also introduces “marking” of program edges during
fitness evaluation and only performing crossover on the marked edges
(those edges which were used in the evaluation). This is to prevent “use-
less crossover” (crossover that would take place in unused portions of
code). Performing experiments on three tasks (6-multiplexer, Truck back-
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ing and Artificial Ant [all from Koza [40]]), they find that when using
marking that while some gains in program size could be made, perfor-
mance largely depended on the problem type (they found no improve-
ment on the artificial ant problem).
Nordin et al. [59] worked on the premise that introns exist in GP pro-
grams to protect highly-fit building blocks as well as protecting the en-
tire, overall program from destructive mutations and crossovers (Intron
Theory). Explicitly Defined Introns (EDIs) are introduced, which are nodes
with integer values which determine the probability of a crossover point
being selected at that node’s position. EDIs provide GP with a mechanism
for protecting parts of a program from the so-called destructive crossover.
Thismeans that redundant code growth should be reduced, as it is thought
that redundant code serves as this protecting mechanism in standard GP.
They suggest that using EDIs can improve fitness, generalization of pro-
grams and CPU time, though the improvement appears dependent on the
range in which the EDIs are initialised. EDIs appear to replace normal im-
plicit introns entirely in some cases (which can result in smaller programs),
and work in tandom with implicit introns in other cases.
Ashlock et al. [5] introduces Single parent genetic programming (SPGP),
which reduces bloat by doing subtree crossover only from trees within a
fixed set of trees in the population (called ancestor trees). Analysis of the
mean tree size growth in GP runs shows that SPGP “provides implicit con-
trol on tree size”. Experimental tasks include: plus-one-recall-store, odd-
parity, plus-times-half and bio-informatic model fitting problems. They
conclude that results and effectiveness of SPGP are reliant on the choice of
ancestor trees and can vary widely.
2.2.5 Simplification of GP Programs
There have been a few past works which have tried using some form of
program simplification to combat program bloat in GP, with varying re-
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sults. We look at a few of these in this sub-section.
Koza [40] describes an early simplification method, the editing function.
This function provides a means of editing and simplifying the evolved
programs that result from the GP system. He describes two uses for this
type of function. The first is for cosmetically changing an evolved program
in order to make the final programs more readable, without making any
changes to the evolutionary run. The second use is to use the function
during the evolutionary process in order to constantly simplify the GP
programs in each generation. He tries this second use for the editing func-
tion on the boolean 6-multiplexor problem over 30 runs and discovers no
improvements over the standard GP when using the editing function.
Hooper and Flann [33] provided one of the earliest attempts to use
expression simplification to remove redundant GP code from programs.
They used a set of over 200 rules to perform the simplification on pro-
grams, and introduced a simplification rate: the probability that a particular
program in a generation will be chosen for simplification. They used this
simplification method on a simple symbolic regression problem using a
variety of rates. They found that using simplification led to programs that
were significantly better performing than those produced by the standard
GP. Also they found no significant increase in the run time of the GP sys-
tem when using simplification, although experiments were only repeated
10 times for each system. They note that choice of simplification rate did
not appear to have a profound effect on the simplification method’s effec-
tiveness.
Smith [85] evolves fuzzy decision trees (for use in data mining) using
GP. In his approach, he uses a computer algebra to reduce the length on
intermediate programs. He finds that this method is able to reduce the
length of many of the programs, leading to accelerated convergence of
the population. He uses this method in conjunction with a parsimony
pressure method. More details are then given in later work [86].
Ekart [19] presents a simplification method using Prolog clauses which
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works on the LISP-S expression form of GP programs. This simplification
method is used as a neutral mutation (explained as a form of mutation
which alters the entity without affecting its ability). This simplification
mutation is added as an additional genetic operator (along with crossover,
mutation) and invoked at various frequencies with a given probability of
being invoked on a program. Experiments are performed on a single sym-
bolic regression problem and it is suggested that code growth can be mod-
erated or even stopped without deterioration by using appropriate fre-
quency and probability values. No suggestion is made on what the values
should be.
Zhang et al. [101] describes a more complex program simplification
approach that uses simple algebraic techniques, prime numbers and hash-
ing techniques. By using prime numbers to form an encoding for a pro-
gram tree, this method allows for more complex forms of simplification
(beyond the realm of basic algebraic rules). This approach is examined
on four object classification problems of increasing difficulty. The results
suggest that using their simplification approach is more efficient andmore
effective than the basic GP approach without simplification.
Although relatively few in number, these related works show some
promise in using simplification to make the GP evolution more efficient
and possibly more effective. Accordingly, in this thesis we will consider
developing our own simplification system which will be applied to pro-
grams during the GP evolution, and compare the performance with the
standard GP, using a variety of regression and classification tasks.
2.3 Related Work to Building Blocks
Conceptually, we may regard building blocks as simply small components
that can be formed into larger, more fit components through the use of
genetic operators. In this section, we examine works related to building
blocks and building block theory in Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and GP.
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2.3.1 BuildingBlockHypothesis and Schema Theory inGA
The concept of building blocks (small pieces of genetic structure which con-
tribute much to fitness) can be traced back to Genetic Algorithms (GA),
where it was hypothesised by Goldberg [25] in his building block hypoth-
esis that “Short, low order, and highly fit schemata are sampled, recombined
[crossed over], and re-sampled to form strings of potentially higher fitness”.
In the 1970s, Holland [31] presented the argument that GAs perform a
parallel search for certain patterns of chromosomes (rather than a search
through the solution space), which he called schema (also known as schemata).
Goldberg [25] continued this idea in his formulation of the building block
hypothesis (BBH). These ideas proposed that GAs were capable of hierar-
chically constructing solutions by constructing smaller blocks, and then
assembling these smaller blocks progressively into a solution. It is still a
debated topic over whether the BBH/schema theory is valid and whether
it truely explains how GAs are able to construct such solutions of high fit-
ness, though it is generally highly regarded as the process that GA utilises
to solve given problems [32, 25, 22], and why it is so powerful in doing so.
2.3.2 BuildingBlockHypothesis and Schema Theory inGP
Ever since the creation of GP, there have been several attempts to bring
a similar building block theory to the realm of GP [40, 4, 94, 70, 60, 76].
These attempts have themselves spawned several approaches to describ-
ing building blocks: a subtree to a solution tree [3], a rooted subtree [78],
a block of code [34]. O’Reilly and Oppacher’s early work [61] developed
a schema theory for GP and pointed out the difficulty in formulating a
corresponding building block hypothesis for GP.
Current schema theory works on the basis that schemas of small or-
der and high fitness grows in GP populations exponentially. Formulat-
ing a good schema theory for GP is made more difficult by the increased
flexibility with which GP programs can be combined together, along with
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having a variable representation (which can make calculating probabili-
ties of things such as survivability of schemata very complex). A number
of exact schema theory formulae have been developed for some specific
GP setups [67, 68, 69, 73, 74, 75, 71] (using one-point crossover, headless
chicken crossover etc.) which are able to make more accurate predictions
of the frequency of schemata from generation to generation. However,
many of these schema theories are for limited/special forms of GP and
are not applicable to the standard GP. Furthermore, these schema theories
usually can only make estimates for one generation ahead, and cannot re-
liably predict whether good schemata will propagate during a GP run.
It has been argued by some researchers that because rooted subtrees
(those that exist from the root of the program tree) have maximum impact
on the behaviour of the program tree and that they are the only subtrees
useful to track and analyse. Concentrating solely on rooted-subtrees also
reduces the complexity of schema theories tremendously [71, 78]. How-
ever, recent work has used both general subtrees [52, 81] and rooted sub-
trees/structures asmodels for building blocks [80, 79], giving no clear con-
sensus on which is more “useful” to analyse.
Daida et al. [14] looks at the simplified analysis of single-node sub-
trees in order to help determine what a building block is. It concentrates
on tracking ephemeral random constants (ERCs) in a symbolic regression
task (f(x) = (x + 1)3 with fitness points [−1, 0)). The first experiment
changed the range at which ERCs were generated in at the beginning of
GP evolution (used No ERCs, [−1, 1], [−10, 10] and [−100, 100]). It was
found that the larger the chosen range is above [-1, 1], the more difficult it
was for GP to find a solution. They find that both the content and context
of these ERCs have an affect on how the GP system performs. They do not
however come to a full conclusion on what a building block is. They con-
clude that ERCs do exhibit the traits in the intuitive definition of a build-
ing block: “simple components out of which more complex things can be
made”. They also suggest that a building block in GP is different to that in
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biology (a comparison that has been suggested by other researchers), and
contend that “the assumption of a GP parse tree as a biological analog for
real-world DNAmay be tenuous”.
In other work [16], they probe into whether there are limits to which
building blocks can be mixed and assembled by a GP system. It utilizes a
GP task they call the Highlander Problem. This problem tries to assemble
a program which contains a high fraction of unique nodes which are from
the initial population. This is claimed to be tunably difficult, that is the
difficulty of the problem is dependent on what the target fraction is. The
paper claims that only 2-18% of all nodes in the initial population make it
into the final solution, and that there are three main processes during a GP
run: recombination, selection and aggregation.
2.3.3 Empirical Analysis
Relatively few works have been performed which use empirical analy-
sis to support their claims. A large number of works have focused on
schemas, which can be both fairly complex and very numerous. This
makes empirical analysis of schemas intractable for any “interesting” prob-
lems, as the number of possible schemas can be tremendously large. Even
so, there have been some empirical studies of schema and building blocks.
Poli and Langdon, [70, 71] tracked hyperschema in a very restricted
environment, using only a population of 50, depth limits of three or four
and not using genetic mutation. It was found that the crossover operator
maintained diversity within the populations, both being destructive and
constructive of schemas within the GP populations.
Langdon and Banzhaf [44] analysed schemawithin GP programswhich
performed best in their runs for two problems. They found that these so-
lution programs often contained fairly large repeated patterns.
Wilson andHeywood [95] analysed linear GP programs, looking for re-
peating blocks of instructions. They suggest that the existence of modules
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that are reused by linear GP programs may exist in the populations.
Majeed [52] analysed subtrees of fixed depth in GP runs, tracking only
those subtrees which occurred in over half the previous generations pro-
grams. While analysis on these subtrees did not yield solid conclusions, it
was found that the fitness of a particular subtree in one run was indepen-
dent of its fitness in other runs, meaning that fitness of a particular subtree
was not consistent amongst all the runs.
Smart et al. [84] develop a novel way of representing building blocks
within GP using so-called tree-fragments. Their early analysis shows that
there is a large variation in the number of fragments in GP evolution, and
a non-monotonic growth of the most “useful”. They plan to perform more
analyses in future work.
Empirical studies of building blocks largely use a restricted environ-
ment (e.g. low population, low depth, only looking at best performing
programs or select programs). In this thesis, we aim to be able to track
all building blocks of a particular form in all generations of individual GP
runs. No previous work has focused on the effects of removing program
redundancies on the GP populations, which is another aim of this thesis.
2.4 Related Work to Fitness Evaluation
Fitness evaluations is the most computationally costly operation in Ge-
netic Programming (GP) [24]. In each generation, all programs typically
need to be evaluated for fitness, which is then used by genetic operators
(e.g. genetic selection, reproduction). Inmany tasks (such as classification)
the number of fitness cases available can be in the hundreds or even thou-
sands in number. This directly translates into evaluating a single program
hundreds (or thousands) of times in order to determine that program’s
fitness (or classification accuracy).
There have only been a few major approaches to reducing the fitness
evaluation costs in GP. The first of these approaches is to reduce the cost of
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fitness evaluations by refining the set of fitness cases that is presented to
the GP system. By only presenting the GP system with a carefully selected
subset of fitness cases, fitness evaluation costs can be reduced without loss
of training effectiveness. Giacobini et al. [24] use statistical methods to
construct a task independent approach to determining the number of fit-
ness cases required to reliably (given a confidence interval) reconstruct a
target function.
Gathercole and Ross [23] present three of their own dynamic fitness
case subset selection methods, which select a subset of the fitness cases for
GP to use during fitness evaluation. These three methods are dynamic sub-
set selection (adjusting the set each generation to include “difficult” cases
encountered so far), historical subset selection (selecting “difficult cases from
previous GP runs) and random subset selection (selecting a subset at random
each generation). They find that using dynamic subset selection can pro-
duce better results than the standard GP, while taking significantly less
time to perform their problems. Both historical and random selection
methods are only able to approach or perform worse than the standard
GP.
Zhang andCho [98] also present a dynamic fitness case subset selection
method, though in their approach, they incrementally increase the training
set size as the evolution continues (Incremental Data Selection). They find
that using their method to reduce the number of fitness cases can lead to
reductions in node evaluations without loss in generality of the evolved
programs, especially in GP tasks with large numbers of fitness cases.
A second approach has been to improve the fitness evaluation proce-
dure directly. One such method has been to evaluate fitness cases in paral-
lel [13, 29, 37]. Instead of evaluating each fitness case individually, which
requires parsing a GP program tree for each evaluation, this method eval-
uates all the fitness cases during a single GP program parsing. Keijzer [37]
describes this as “Vectorised Evaluation”.
Using vectorised evaluation, all of the fitness cases are joined together
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Fitness Case #1
2 1 3 5
Fitness Case #2
0 1 0 1
Fitness Case #3
9 4 6 0
Fitness Case #4
4 8 2 7
2 1 3 5
0 1 0 1
9 4 6 0
4 8 2 7
Fitness Matrix
Figure 2.4: Example of fitness case vectors being joined into a single fitness
matrix.
to form a matrix (see figure 2.4). Now when fitness evaluation is per-
formed on a GP program, each node in the program is presented with the
entire set of fitness cases (in matrix form). Instead of a single evaluation
result being stored in each node, a vector of results (one for each fitness
case) is kept. Using this approach, the entire vector of fitness case evalu-
ation results is calculated using only a single parsing of the GP program
(which can often be costly). By processing the fitness cases in parallel, the
entire fitness evaluation component of the GP system is improved greatly.
[29] and [13] exploit this vectorised evaluation method further, by us-
ing a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to perform the fitness evaluation.
GPUs are used to process 3D graphics and textures (often for computer
video games) and are highly specialised for vector operations. By convert-
ing the fitness case matrix into a graphical texture (which are in themselves
matrices), these two papers used the GPU texture shaders to perform vec-
tor operations on the features (transforming them into the desired fitness
case results) at very high speeds. They found that when presented with
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a large number of fitness cases, the gain in evaluation speed highly out-
weighed the overhead introduced by converting fitness cases into GPU
textures.
A majority of these previous works in GP have fallen into these two
approaches, and only a few have attempted a third approach: lowering
evaluation costs by reducing the number of node evaluations that need to
be performed.
The method described by Jackson [36] avoided some fitness evalua-
tions by not evaluating programs produced by the so-called fitness-preserving
crossover. By marking nodes as they are used for evaluation, portions of a
program that were not used at all for the fitness cases could be identified.
If crossover occured within one of these portions, the resulting program
would have the same fitness as one of the parents.
Another method in Xie et al. [97] describes an approach to reducing
this cost by dividing the population into clusters, based on the outputs
that the programs give on a small number of fitness cases. Evaluations
were performed on only a single program in each cluster, with the other
programs in the cluster being assigned the same fitness. Experiments were
performed on a symbolic regression task, a binary classification task and
a multi-class classification task. It was found that using this approach led
to a significant reduction in the number of programs that were evaluated,
although the reduction in the CPU time was small.
Work performed by Keijzer [37] uses two subtree caching methods that
are based around using a fixed cache size, in conjunction with vectorised
fitness case evaluation. The cache is maintained to try to ensure that the
most beneficial subtrees are present in the cache during GP runs. An-
other work by Roberts [77] uses a hash table cache with hash buckets,
with the aim of hashing each subtree uniquely. Seldom used subtrees
were removed from the cache to reduce overhead from linearly search-
ing the buckets. This caching mechanism was used in a typed-GP system
for experiments on image segmentation problems. Results from both these
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works suggest that using caching can potentially lead to a large reduction
in the number of node evaluations performed during GP runs.
2.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we have presented an overview of related concepts (e.g.
machine learning, evolutionary computation, genetic programming) and
presented related work to the focus areas of this thesis: program bloating,
building blocks in GP and improving fitness evaluation. A summary of
the current state is as follows:
• Existing methods of controlling program bloat (e.g. edge marking,
parsimony pressure, EDIs) have shown mixed results, and can ei-
ther perform poorly for some tasks, or across the board. Program
Simplification has shown some promise in past work, but most re-
quire translation into other forms in order to perform simplification.
In this thesis, we want to develop a new program simplification
method which will work directly on the GP programs in the pop-
ulations.
• While building blocks in GP has had much attention in the theo-
retical domain, there has been little work which performs empirical
analysis of building blocks in GP. Existing work has usually been
performed using heavily restricted environments, and no work has
tried to analyse the effect that program simplification can have on
GP populations. In this thesis, we will analyse and track building
blocks through GP runs in order to investigate the effects of program
simplification on the GP populations.
• Reducing the cost of fitness evaluation in GP has mainly fallen into
two areas: refining fitness cases and directly improving the fitness
evaluation method. However, few attempts have been made to re-
duce the number of node evaluations that fitness evaluation needs
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to perform to evaluate the GP population. In this thesis, we will
develop methods of reducing the number of node evaluations that
fitness evaluation performs during the course of a GP evolution. We
expect that reducing the number of node evaluations will also reduce
the amount of time that GP requires to evolve a solution.
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Chapter 3
Datasets
Experiments performed in this thesis are made using a variety of tasks
from several domains. These include symbolic regression, image classi-
fication and medical classification, tasks. The tasks are also of varying
difficulties to enable us to test our new algorithms and methods over a
wide range of data. The experiments performed in each chapter make use
of one or more of these tasks, which we describe in this chapter.
3.1 Symbolic Regression
Symbolic Regression [40] is the process of inducing a mathematical func-
tion from a set of data. It is termed “symbolic” to emphasise that the pro-
cess searches for a symbolic description of a model (along with a set of
parameters) and not simply a set of parameters for a pre-selected model
(as is the case with processes such as neural networks or many statistical
parameter regression methods). It is a commonly used task in evolution-
ary computation in part because it is easily interpretable and can be tuned
to provide different degrees of difficulty.
In GP, the system is presented with a set of data points, from which GP
is required to form a program which can “fit” the data as closely as pos-
sible. The typical fitness function used to guide this task is Mean Squared
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Error (MSE), which is defined as follows for n data instances:
Fitness(Program) = MSE(Program) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(OutputProgrami −Output
Data
i )
2
That is, MSE is the squared sum of the differences between the program
output and the target output (determined by the labelled data) for each
of the instances in the data set. This means that a lower MSE value is
desirable, with the optimal value being 0 (meaning the program fits the
data perfectly).
In this thesis, we use several regression problems (tailored to suit the
targetted experiments):
Regression1 The first problem is a simple function: f1(x) = 8x + 8,
and was selected as a problem that requires repetition (as solutions would
need to piece together eight feature terminals) in the solutions found by
GP. For this regression problem, the dataset consists of 400 points, taken
at 0.05 intervals between −10 and 10. This function is displayed in figure
3.1(a).
Regression2 The second regression problem is a more difficult Bino-
mial problem: f2(x) = (x + 2)
3. It was selected to be a difficult symbolic
regression problem for GP to solve, while still having many possible solu-
tions (e.g. GP forming (x+2)3 vs. forming (x+2)(x2 +4x+4). The dataset
for this problem consists of 200 points, taken at 0.1 intervals between −10
and 10. This function is displayed in figure 3.1(b).
Regression3 The third regression problem is a more difficult, piecewise
function:
f3(x) =


x3 − 5.8x+ 3.0 x < 0
x−12.0
x2
+ 1.0 x ≥ 0
It was selected to be a very difficult problem for GP to solve, andwould
require the if<0 function in order to form a solution. The dataset for this
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Figure 3.1: Plots of the four symbolic regression tasks: (a) Regression1, (b)
Regression2, (c) Regression3, (d) Regression4.
problem consists of 200 points, taken at 0.1 intervals between −10 and 10.
This function is displayed in figure 3.1(c).
Regression4 The fourth problem is another simple function: f4(x) =
11x + 50, and consists of 200 points, taken at 0.10 intervals between −10
and 10. This function is displayed in figure 3.1(d). This function is used in
our building block analyses in chapters 5 and 6.
3.2 Image Classification
Image Classification is the process of attributing images to one of a set of
pre-specified class labels. It has wide applications including analysis of
satellite imagery, handwriting recognition, facial recognition.
A solution to a classication task would involve a program that can cor-
rectly map an input vector describing an instance (an object, an image,
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an example item etc.) to one of a small set of class labels (e.g. “square”,
“circle”, “heads”, “tails”). Writing such computer programs is difficult,
time consuming, and often infeasible: human programmers are often un-
able to identify all the subtle and interrelated conditions that are needed
to distinguish between the different classes.
In GP, image classification is typically performed by extracting a num-
ber of image features from the images themselves. These are numeric val-
ues which represent characteristics in the images (e.g. mean intensity, key
point positions, edge pixels). These features are used by the GP system to
develop programs which will perform the classification given values for
these features. The fitness function used to guide the evolution is the clas-
sification accuracy that the GP program can obtain on the set of data it is
being trained on. That is, for a training set of n classification instances:
Fitness(Program) =
1
n
n∑
i=1


1 TranslatedOutputiP rogram = Output
i
Data
0 else
Because standard GP programs output a numeric value themselves,
this output needs to be interpreted to indicate a specific class. In this thesis,
we use the simplistic static class translation method [100] which involves
splitting the output into intervals; each of which represent a single class.
While this may not be the optimal method of translating the GP output
into classes, finding an optimal method is beyond the scope of this thesis.
An example of static class translation would be:
TranslatedOutputiP rogram =


Class1 OutputiP rogram ≤ −1.00
Class2 −1.00 < OutputiP rogram ≤ 0.00
Class3 0.00 < OutputiP rogram ≤ 1.00
Class4 1.00 < OutputiP rogram
In this thesis, we use two image classification problems of different
difficulty:
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Shapes This dataset consists of 1800 image cutouts of larger white cir-
cles, small grey squares and a noisy background. Each fitness case for this
dataset is made up of 5 extracted image features from these image cutouts.
• Area: The image is segmented using thresholding, and the number
of white pixels is summed up to obtain this feature.
• Perimeter: Again, the image is segmented by using thresholding.
Subsequently, the Sobel edge detection convolution mask is applied
to obtain the edge pixels. The number of white edge pixels is summed
up to obtain this feature.
• Thinness: This feature is obtained from the previous two and is de-
fined by T = 4pi area
perimeter2
. While this feature can technically be ob-
tained by GP from using the first two features, it is particularly use-
ful in determining the difference between squares and circles and is
therefore valuable to include in the feature set and not depend on GP
to construct on its own.
• Mean: This is obtained by taking the average value of all the pixels
in the image.
• Standard Deviation: This is obtained by calculating the standard de-
viation value of all the pixels in the image.
In total there are three classes: white circle, grey square and noisy back-
ground. The similarity between the grey squares and the noisy back-
ground makes the classification problem reasonably difficult. It is impor-
tant to note that the features we use for this dataset are extracted from
16× 16 pixel cutouts of each of the shapes in each larger image. Examples
of cutouts for each of the classes is given in figure 3.2, while an example of
a shapes image is shown in figure 3.4 (a).
Coins This dataset consists of 480 70 × 70 pixel image cutouts of New
Zealand 5 and 10 cent coins with different sides up and different orien-
tations. Each instance is described by 8 extracted image features, which are
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2: Example 16 × 16 pixel cutouts of shapes taken from images in
the shapes dataset. (a) White Circle, (b) Grey Square and (c) Background
found by taking the mean and standard deviation of the pixel values in
four regions of each cutout. In total there are four distinct classes: 5 cent
heads, 5 cent tails, 10 cent heads, 10 cent tails. An example of a cutout of
each class is given in figure 3.3, while an example of a larger coins image
is shown in figure 3.4 (b).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.3: Example 70×70 cutout of a coin taken from images in the coins
dataset. (a) 10c Heads, (b) 10c Tails, (c) 5c Heads and (d) 5c Tails.
(c) (d)
Figure 3.4: Example images from the: (c) Shapes dataset, (d) Coins dataset.
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3.3 Medical Classification
Medical classication tasks arise in a wide variety of practical situations.
Diagnosing medical conditions from medical imaging and determining
whether a breast cancer case with a number of attribute values belongs to
“malignant” or “benign” from a large data set are just two examples of the
many important medical classication tasks. In many cases, highly trained
experts (experienced doctors) are able to perform these classication task
well, but there is either a shortage of such experts, or the cost of the experts
is too high, so performing these tasks by hand is too expensive and/or
too slow. Given the amount of medical data that needs to be classified,
computer based solutions to many of these tasks would be of immense
social and economic value.
The fitness function is the same general classification fitness function
we use in Image Classification.
Fitness(Program) =
1
n
n∑
i=1


1 TranslatedOutputiP rogram = Output
i
Data
0 else
In this thesis, we use two medical classificaion problems of different
difficulty:
Wisconsin Breast Cancer This dataset is taken from the UCI Repository
of Machine Learning Databases [6] and consists of 699 cases of breast cancer
diagnosis data. The instances are described by 9 integer valued attributes
between 1 and 10, which describe the following: Clump Thickness (CT),
Uniformity of Cell Size (USz), Uniformity of Cell Shape (UShp), Marginal Ad-
hesion (MA), Single Epithelial Cell Size (SESz), Bare Nuclei (BN), Bland Chro-
matin (BC), Normal Nucleoli (NN), andMitoses (M). For this dataset there are
only two classification outcomes: benign or malignant.
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CT USz UShp MA SESz BN BC NN M Diagnosis/Class
5 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 benign
1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 benign
10 8 8 2 8 10 4 8 10 malignant
1 4 3 10 4 10 5 6 1 malignant
Table 3.1: Example instances from the Breast Cancer Wisconsin Dataset
SPECT heart data This dataset is also taken from the UCI Repository of
Machine Learning Databases [6] and consists of 267 instances of diagnoses
derived from Single Proton Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT)
images. Each image was processed to form 44 continuous features, and
then further processed to form 22 binary features which are used to de-
scribe each fitness case. Again, there are only two classification outcomes:
normal and abnormal.
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 F18 F19 F20 F21 F22 Class
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 normal
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 normal
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 abnormal
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 abnormal
Table 3.2: Example instances from the SPECT Heart Dataset
Because both of the medical classification datasets that we use are bi-
nary classification problems, we use a slightly different class translation
method for converting the GP output into a class. As there are only two
classes, we can simply set a single boundary to separate the two classes.
We use zero as this boundary, setting values less than zero to mean one
class (e.g. benign or normal) and any values greater than or equal to zero
to mean the other class (e.g. malignant or abnormal).
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TranslatedOutputiP rogram =


Class1 OutputiP rogram < 0.00
Class2 0.00 ≥ OutputiP rogram
3.4 GP Settings
3.4.1 Common Parameters
Here we describe the common parameters that are used in a typical GP
system.
Population Size: This parameter controls how many programs each
generation contains. A typical setting for this parameter may be 500 to
1000 programs per generation.
Generations: This controls how many generations of evolution are ex-
ecuted before the GP system is halted and a solution program is given.
Typically, this parameter will be set to around 50 to 100.
Terminal Set: The terminal sets consist of the feature terminals de-
scribed earlier for each task, as well as a number of randomly generated
floating point number valued numeric terminals.
Function Set: The function set usually consists of the four arithmetic
operators and a conditional operator. In our experiments (unless specified
otherwise) we use the function set {+,−,×,÷,if<0}.
Program Generation: As is common practice, we use the ramped half-
and-half method to generate the initial population of GP programs.
Selection: This controls how GP programs are selected for the various
other genetic operators. We used a fitness-proportionate selection method.
Crossover, Mutation, Reproduction Rates: These three parameters
control what proportion of the program population in each generation will
be formed by Crossover, Mutation or Reproduction. These three settings
must of course add up to 100%. Common values for these settings are 60%
Crossover, 30% Mutation, and 10% Reproduction, that is, crossover rate is
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usually higher than the mutation rate, and reproduction rate is typically
low.
Minimum andMaximumTree Depths: These parameters control how
small and how large a program tree can grow to. Any resulting tree from
the genetic operators are not allowed to be lower than the minimum depth
or larger than the maximum depth. Typical settings may have a minimum
depth set at 3, and a maximum depth set at 6.
It is important to mention that the terminals, functions, fitness functions,
crossover rates, etc. used in this thesis are almost certainly not the best
values to use for each task. However, seeking the best values is beyond
the scope of this thesis. This thesis is focused on investigating methods of
removing redundancy and reducing fitness evaluation cost.
3.4.2 VGP and Machine Environment
The GP system that we use in our experiments for this thesis is Victoria
Genetic Programming (VGP) [83], written by Will Smart at Victoria Uni-
versity of Wellington. It is written in the C programming language and is
designed for high execution speed over modularity.
All timed experiments (those requiring CPU time to be recorded) were
performed on a single machine so that the relative timings would be con-
sistent. Since the experiments in different sections of this thesis were per-
formed at different periods and with different random seeds, experiments
are generally not directly comparable between chapters as they have been
performed on different hardware. However, for each set of results, we
have re-run tasks using the standard GP, so that we may make a valid
comparison. A large number of the experiments were performed on aDell
Optiplex GX745 computer with the following specifications:
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CPU Pentium D 2.8Ghz
Chipset Intel Q965 (ICH8) Express Chipset
RAM 2048MB DDR SDRAM
Network Broadcom 5754 Gigabit Ethernet LAN
HardDisk 80GB Serial ATA 7200rpm disk
OS NetBSD
Other experiments which did not require timing measurements and
specifically those that were computationally expensive and time consum-
ing were distributed to multiple (typically 20 to 30) machines with differ-
ent hardware configurations.
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Chapter 4
Algebraic Simplification of GP
Programs
4.1 Introduction
One of the current problems in genetic programming (GP) is that of code
bloat (see section 2.2, page 18). Genetic programs tend to grow very quickly
in size, easily out-pacing the improvements in program fitness as evolu-
tion progresses. This is because increasing amounts of code being formed
is often redundant and does not provide any contribution towards the pro-
gram’s fitness measure. As a simple example of redundant code, con-
sider the program (+ x (- y y)). The (- y y) subtree can be re-
garded as redundant, as it provides no more functionality than if the sub-
tree were removed. Programs containing a lot of these redundancies can
be both inefficient in execution and harder to understand. As the pro-
grams grow rapidly, they can quickly exhaust a system’s available re-
sources, slow down the evolution process, and even halt the system be-
fore a “good” solution is found. This may limit GP’s ability to scale to
more complex problems requiring larger-sized solutions.
Simplification is one approach to combating code bloat. Simplifica-
tion works by directly processing and removing redundant code from pro-
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grams within a GP system. The editing function proposed in [40] is an ex-
ample of a simplification component which intends to improve compre-
hensibility and execution efficiency of the final solution at the end of the
evolutionary process. However, since code bloat is a problem that occurs
throughout the evolutionary process, online simplification can be invoked
during the GP evolution. Simplification has been tested on several sym-
bolic regression [33, 19] and multi-class classification [101] tasks. These
early results have shown that in most cases, simplification can improve
the efficiency of the GP system, producing smaller sized programs and re-
quiring shorter training times to find solutions. It has also been found that
certain GP systems utilising simplification are capable of producing more
effective/accurate solutions than the standard GPwithout using any form
of simplification.
4.1.1 Chapter Goals
In this chapter, we want to develop a program simplification method for
applying to GP programs during the evolution process, in order to remove
redundancies from the programs. More specifically, we aim to investigate
the following issues:
• how the online simplification algorithm can be constructed by com-
bining some algebraic simplification rules and hashing techniques;
• whether the simplification improves the system efficiency of the evo-
lutionary process; and
• whether this approach deteriorates the performance compared with
the standard GP method without simplification.
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4.2 Algebraic Simplification
In the standard GP system, programs are represented as a LISP-S (or sim-
ilar language) expression, which is stored in a tree representation [40].
Terminal nodes consist of either numerical constants (e.g. 0.56, −0.12)
or features/variables. Functions usually consist of mathematical func-
tions/operators, such as +, −, ×, ÷, sin, as well as conditional operators
such as if<0, if>0. Based in this setting, a genetic program is essentially
equivalent to an algebraic expression.
The Algebraic Simplification method makes use of this idea to simplify
genetic programs online (during the GP evolution process).
The central aim of any simplification method is to obtain a smaller pro-
gram, by removing the redundancy of a program, that yields the same
output (or at least very very close) as the original program. In this ap-
proach we use algebraic simplification in the form of simplification rules
which are applied to programs in a postfix manner. Also key to our ap-
proach is the use of hashing to estimate the algebraic equivalence of two
program (sub)trees. This is a very useful property to be able to quickly test
for.
In the rest of the section, we describe the simplification rules and the
simplification process, thenwewill give an example to show how a typical
GP program can be simplified, and finally summarise the whole simplifi-
cation algorithm.
4.2.1 The Simplification Rules
In algebraic expression simplification, there are many simplification rules
that can be applied (where appropriate) to a given algebraic expression.
These are basically mathematical equivalences that say that these two ex-
pressions (e.g. x+x+x and 3x) are equivalent in function. In simplification,
we would take the shorter of the two equivalent expressions.
Similarly, in our approach we also use multiple simplification rules,
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each of which may only be suitable for removing a particular part of the
genetic program. Since we are always wanting the shorter of the two
equivalent expressions, we can split our rules into two parts: a precon-
dition and a postcondition (similar to STRIPS operators [21]). The precon-
dition represents the state of the surrounding nodes in the program tree
that must be present in order to be able to apply the simplification rule,
and the postcondition represents the additions and deletions made to the
program tree to obtain the shorter, simplified form.
These rules form the ruleset of the program simplification algorithm,
which has been developed to cover the major sources of redundancy in
the evolved genetic programs. For example,
• an arithmetic operator with only constant children (e.g. (+ 3 2) =
5)
• subtraction or division of self (e.g. (- f0 f0) = 0)
• redundant conditionals, where the outcome is always the same (e.g.
if<0(2 f0 f1) = f1)
The simplification rules used in this approach are presented in table
4.1. In this table, we use lower-case characters to represent constants (e.g.
a, b, x, j), and upper-case characters to represent variables (e.g A, B, X, J).
A complete list of the simplification rules that we use in our method are
given in table 4.1.
4.2.2 The Simplification Process
To apply this ruleset to a genetic program for simplification, we used a
kind of recursive “greedy” engine. It recursively travels through the pro-
gram tree in a bottom-up fashion by the postfix traversal order. For each
node it processes, the algorithm checks the precondition for each simplifi-
cation rule in the ruleset. If a rule matches, it is applied to the partial tree
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Table 4.1: The simplification rules used.
Precondition Effective Result
if<0(a, B, C) → B if a < 0, else C
if<0(A, B, B) → B
a + b → c, c = a + b
a - b → c, c = a - b
a × b → c, c = a × b
a ÷ b → c, c = a ÷ b
a + (b + C) → c + C, c = a + b
a + (b - C) → c - C, c = a + b
a - (b + C) → c - C, c = a - b
a - (b - C) → c + C, c = a - b
a × (b × C) → c × C, c = a × b
a × (b ÷ C) → c ÷ C, c = a × b
a ÷ (b ÷ C) → c × C, c = a ÷ b
a + (B + c) → b + B, b = a + c
a + (B - c) → b + B, b = a - c
a - (B + c) → b - B, b = a - c
a - (B - c) → b - B, b = a + c
a × (B × c) → b × B, b = a × c
a × (B ÷ c) → b × B, b = a ÷ c
a ÷ (B ÷ c) → b ÷ B, b = a × c
A ÷ 1 → A
A ÷ A → 1
0 ÷ A → 0
0 × A = A × 0 → 0
A × 1 = 1 × A → A
A + 0 = 0 + A → A
A - 0 → A
A - A → 0
A × 1
B
=
1
B
× A → A
B
A × B
A
=
B
A
× A → B
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associated with the node to make simplification. If none of the rules can be
applied at a node, the algorithm moves to the next node (either the other
child node or the parent node).
In this way, the algorithm guarantees that each node in the program
tree is only visited once. However, as all simplification rules only look at a
static and limited area, arbitrary depth levels of simplification (simplifica-
tion of terms which are not neighbouring but far away) are not supported
in this algorithm. This means that more complex forms of redundancy,
where the cancelling portions of the program tree are separated, cannot
be removed by our approach. However, the simplicity of the greedy en-
gine and the simple rules allows for the simplification to work fast, which
minimises the overhead added to GP by using simplification.
4.2.3 Estimating Algebraic Equivalence using Hashing
An important aspect of a simplification system is determining when an
expression X is equal to another expression Y, providing a mechanism for
evaluating rules in the ruleset. This is fairly trivial when comparing sin-
gle nodes, as one needs simply to check whether the nodes are identi-
cal. However, checking whether multi-node subexpressions/subtrees are
equal is more difficult. Additionally, since one of our major goals is to pro-
vide simplification without degrading the performance of GP, this method
needs to be fast.
Our goal is to allow for not only noticeably similar expressions (e.g.
(x + y + z) and (z + x + y)) to be identified as equivalent, but also
seemingly dissimilar expressions, for example, (/ (+ (- (* w x) (*
x y)) (* (- w y) y)) (- (* x x) (* y y))) and (/ (- w y)
(- x y)) as well.
In our approach, we use hashing to address the algebraic equivalence
of two subtrees/subprograms. The hashing function is used to extend
the algebraic system mentioned earlier to be capable of simplifying more
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expressions. In the 1970s and 1980s, [53] and [26] describe methods for
achieving algebraic equivalence using hashing methods for algebraic ex-
pressions. In this approach, we use a variant of those methods to cope
with all common terminals and functions in standard GP.
Note that by using the hashing technique to determine algebraic equiv-
alence we add the risk of two non-equivalent subexpressions being deter-
mined as equal and one or both being discarded (depending on the sim-
plification rule). By using a very large number of distinct hash values, the
number of collisions can be kept minimal, and probabilistically minute. In
this work, p is used to denote the hashing order for the hash function (i.e.
the total number of possible hash values).
It is important that the collection of hash values qualify as a finite field
([48]) and so p should be a prime number. Note that any finite field with
p elements is isomorphic to Zp [48] (the integers from 0 to p). In this work
we have used a p value of 1000077157 which is sufficiently large to reduce
collisions and meets the prime number condition. Values within this field
can also be manipulated using 64-bit integer arithmetic without overflow
occurring (e.g. 1000077156 × 1000077156 < 264), which is important for
implementation.
In the rest of this subsection, we describe how to estimate the algebraic
equivalence for the terminals and operators in standard GP: feature termi-
nals, constant terminals, the four arithmetic operators and the conditional
operator.
Feature Terminals
In a GP system, a feature terminal represent inputs from the task envi-
ronment, such as an image feature in object classification or a variable
in symbolic regression. These feature terminals will thus have different
values according to the fitness case being evaluated. The key property of
these terminals is that a feature terminal always keeps the same value for
a particular fitness case for all genetic programs during the evolutionary
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process. Thus, it does not matter what value we assign each feature termi-
nal, as long as it is kept the same for each feature terminal throughout the
evolutionary process. Accordingly, in this approach, the feature terminals
are assigned random hash values at the beginning of the GP system run
and remain unchanged for the entire duration of the evolutionary process.
Specifically, we use (for each feature n):
Hash(Featuren) = a random value in Zp (4.1)
Constant Terminals
In a GP system, constants can be any numeric type: integers, rationals,
floating point, etc. Therefore, the hash function needs to be designed to
handle all these types. Integers and rationals can be easily handled in the
following ways. For an integer i ∈ Z, we can hash i using equation 4.2.
∀i ∈ Z, Hash(i) = imod p (4.2)
For processing a rational number q ∈ Q, we first convert it into an
arithmetic expression of two integers (equation 4.3). We will explain how
to hash the arithmetic operators later in section 4.2.3.
∀q ∈ Q, q =
a
b
for some a, b ∈ Z
∴ Hash(q) = Hash(
a
b
)
(4.3)
The most difficult of the common numerical types (excluding types
such as imaginary numbers) are real valued numbers, represented in com-
puters as floating point. [53] does not describe a solution to this in their
paper. We resolve this problem by approximating the floating point with
a rational number, thus converting it to a simple division of two integers.
Calculating accurate and irreducible (for a
b
, a and b share no common
factors) rationals can be very time consuming, so a quick and flexible ap-
proximation is used. The numerator is formed by multiplying the floating
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point by a predefined precision constant (δ) and truncating the leftover
fractional part. Using the same precision constant as a denominator, a ra-
tional representation can be very quickly found. Another advantage is that
δ can be easily tweaked to provide different levels of preserved precision.
Hash(c) =
c× δ
δ
mod p = (c× δ)×
1
δ
mod p (4.4)
This approach (along with processing rationals in general) requires
modular division, which one may not be familiar with.
Now, the division of two numbers x
y
is equivalent to the multiplica-
tion of the first number (x) with the multiplicative inverse of the second
number (y) i.e. x × 1
y
. Therefore, to perform division, one needs only to
calculate the multiplicative inverse of y and then multiply the result by x.
In processing constant terminals, y is merely δ. So the key point here is
to find the integer equivalent of the inverse of δ mod p. In this approach,
this is done using the Extended Euclidean Algorithm [92, 12]. For any two
integers a and b, there exists two integers q, r such that a = b · q + r.
Commonly, q is called the quotient and r the remainder. Starting from
step 0, the algorithm additionally calculates an auxiliary number xi at
each division step, where x0 = 0, x1 = 1 and for the other steps xi =
(xi−2− xi−1 · qi−2) mod p. At step i, the division is performed in the format
of ai = qi · bi + ri, where ai = bi−1, bi = ri−1 and a0 = a, b0 = b at step 0. The
resulting x will be the equivalence of the inverse of amod b.
As an example, assuming that δ = 10 , the constant to be hashed c = 0.6
and the hash order p = 17, then we have
Hash(0.6) =
0.6× 10
10
mod 17 = 6×
1
10
mod 17 (4.5)
Nowwe use the extended Euclidean algorithm to find the integer equiv-
alence of 1
10
(the inverse of 10 in Z17). Here, a0 = p = 17, b0 = δ = 10. Each
step of the algorithm is shown below to calculate xi, the value of x at that
step.
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Step 0: 17 = 1(10) + 7 x0 = 0
Step 1: 10 = 1(7) + 3 x1 = 1
Step 2: 7 = 2(3) + 1 x2 = (x0 − x1 · q0) mod p
= (0− 1 · 1) mod 17 = 16
Step 3: 3 = 3(1) + 0 x3 = (x1 − x2 · q1) mod p
= (1− 16 · 1) mod 17 = 2
Step 4: x4 = (x2 − x3 · q2) mod p
= (16− 2 · 2) mod 17 = 12
The last value for x is 12, meaning that the integer equivalence of the
inverse of 10 ( 1
10
in Z17) is 12. A quick check shows that 12× 10 mod 17 =
120 mod 17 = 1, so this is indeed correct. Substituting this value 12 in for
1
10
in equation 4.5, we have
6×
1
10
mod 17 = 6× 12 mod 17 = 72 mod 17 = 4
So the constant 0.6 hashes to the value 4 in this example.
The Arithmetic Operators
Because the hashing method takes place in a finite field, all of the standard
arithmetic methods are easily handled usingmodulo arithmetic. Hashing of
these operators is equivalent to evaluating them within the field:
Hash(A + B) = (A + B) mod p (4.6)
Hash(A−B) = (A−B) mod p (4.7)
Hash(A×B) = (A×B) mod p (4.8)
Hash(A÷B) = (A÷B) mod p (4.9)
where the division hashing follows the process of the extended Euclidean
algorithm discussed above, using Hash(B) instead of δ and multiplying
the result by Hash(A).
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The if<0 operator
The if<0 conditional operator is a more difficult case, as it is not an arith-
metic function and so cannot simply be converted to a modulo arithmetic
equivalent. Additionally, it consists of three parameters (instead of the
usual two): a condition, a true branch and a false branch. All the three pa-
rameters must be considered when hashing this operator as well as the or-
der in which they appear. We need to attempt to avoid devising a method
in which two obviously different if<0 statements are hashed to the same
value. Suppose we were to use Hash(if<0(A,B,C)) = A + B − C. This
would take into account C being in a different position than A or B. Unfor-
tunately, because of the commutativity of +, hashing if<0 A B Cwould
be equivalent to hashing if<0 B A C. It is therefore important that we
use multiplication/division as well as addition/subtraction in our if<0
hashing method. One such method is the following:
Hash(if<0(A,B,C)) = (
A
B
+ C) mod p
Work in [102] highlights a situation in which two seemingly different
if<0 statements are actually equivalent, and argues that a good formu-
lation for handling if<0 would handle this situation successfully. We
briefly look at the possibilities of doing that here:
if<0 A (if<0 B C D) D)
if<0 B (if<0 A C D) D)
Figure 4.1: Two equivalent statements given in [102]
These statements both essentially say: “if A and B are less than zero,
then C, otherwise D”. Keeping this in mind, we can use the following ap-
proach to handle this situation:
Hash(if<0(A,B,C)) = (
A
C
+ B) mod p
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which again uses division and addition to take into account the position
of the three parameters. For the two statements in figure 4.1, we get the
following:
if<0 A (if<0 B C D) D) =
(
A
D
+
B
D
+ C
)
mod p
if<0 B (if<0 A C D) D) =
(
B
D
+
A
D
+ C
)
mod p
Which both hash to the same value successfully. However, consider the
next two statements:
if<0 A (if<0 B D C) D)
if<0 B D (if<0 A C D))
Figure 4.2: Another pair of equivalent statements
These two statements essentially say: “if A is less than zero and B is
greater than or equal to zero, then C, otherwise D”. The previous formu-
lation for hashing if<0 cannot successfully equate these two statements.
It would be very difficult (if not impossible) to design a modular arith-
metic function that could handle all the possible equivalences that exist
when using the if<0 statement. The most important aspect is that we
avoid the most common, basic forms of collisions (e.g. rearranged order
of children). Hence we use the following formulation for hashing if<0:
Hash(if<0(A,B,C)) = (
A
B
+ C) mod p (4.10)
Operator Closure
All of the functions supported are closed, meaning that for any of the func-
tions ⋄ ∈ {+,−,×,÷, if < 0}, (Hash(A)⋄Hash(B)) mod p = Hash(A⋄B)
in Zp. More specifically:
Hash(A + B) = (Hash(A) + Hash(B)) mod p (4.11)
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Hash(A−B) = (Hash(A) −Hash(B)) mod p (4.12)
Hash(A×B) = (Hash(A) ×Hash(B)) mod p (4.13)
Hash(A÷B) = (Hash(A) ÷Hash(B)) mod p (4.14)
Hash(if<0(A ⋄B,C,D)) =
(Hash(A ⋄B)
Hash(C)
+ Hash(D)
)
mod p (4.15)
This is important to the overall performance of the simplification sys-
tem. It means we can store the calculated hash values inside each node as
they are processed. In order to calculate the hash of a later (parent) node,
we only need to fetch the stored hash values of its children. There is no
need to recalculate the hash value of the entire subtree, and hence the hash
value for every node need only be calculated once.
4.2.4 An Example
Now, we use an example to show the simplification process for a given ge-
netic program. The example genetic program (- (- -0.2 -0.5) (if<0
(% (+ f0 f1) (+ f1 f0)) 0.8 (- f0 f0))) can be represented in
the tree shown in figure 4.3. Note that we use % to denote the protected di-
vision operator.
Assume that the hashing order is 17, f0 and f1 are “randomly” as-
signed the values 3 and 5 respectively. Also, for presentation convenience,
Table 4.2 reiterates the rules in the ruleset that are specifically used in this
example.
The algorithm traverses the program tree in a “bottom-up” fashion us-
ing a postfix traversal. This means that the algorithm processes the pro-
gram nodes in the order depicted in figure 4.4.
The first node inspected by the algorithm is “-0.2”, followed by “-0.5”.
As no simplification rule exists in the ruleset that governs single nodes,
these nodes (and indeed the entire bottom layer of nodes) are left un-
changed. Next, the algorithm moves to the parent node of “-0.2” and
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Figure 4.3: The original program tree.
Table 4.2: Simplification rules used in this example.
Precondition Effective Result
(1) (- a b) → c, c = a− b
(2) (% A A) → 1
(3) (- A A) → 0
(4) (if<0 a B C) → C (if a ≥ 0)
“-0.5”, which is “-”. The subtree formed by this node and its children
(- -0.2 -0.5)matches the precondition for rule (1) (- a b). The sys-
tem applies this rule, replacing the subtree with the rule’s effective result:
“0.3”.
Now, the subtrees (+ f0 f1) and (+ f1 f0) do not match the pre-
conditions for any of the rules, so are left unchanged. Note however, that
they both have the same algebraic equivalence hash value (shown in fig-
ure 4.5). Therefore, when node 10 (“%”) is inspected, the subtree (% (+
f0 f1) (+ f1 f0)) does indeedmatch the precondition for rule (2) (%
A A). The entire subtree is replaced using the rule to a single node 1. Sim-
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Figure 4.4: Bottom-up traversal order (shown by integer values).
ilarly, the subtree (- f0 f0) matches rule (3) (- A A) and is replaced
by the single node 0 when the algorithm processes “-”.
Figure 4.5: Hashing of two subtrees with same value (shown by integer
values).
Figure 4.6 shows the tree after processing nodes 1 through 14.
At this stage, the program is already reduced to 6 nodes in size, and
there are still two nodes left to be processed. Inspecting the if<0 node, the
algorithm matches it with rule (4) (if<0 c A B), as the first parameter
of the if<0 operator is a constant. In this case, the constant is 1, which
will obviously never be less than 0. The system then, following the rule,
replaces this subtree with its third parameter, which is 0.
Lastly the root node is processed, which again matches rule (1) (- a
b). Applying it yields the final result, a single numerical constant node
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Figure 4.6: The program after partial processing.
“0.3” (figure 4.7).
Figure 4.7: The final program, a single node.
4.2.5 Summary of the Simplification Algorithm
The simplification algorithm simplifies a given program in the following
way:
• Traverse the program tree in a bottom-up fashion using a postfix
mode.
• For the terminal nodes, calculate the equivalence hash values.
• For each non-terminal node
– Calculate the equivalence hash value of the node, directly using
the hash values of its child nodes.
– Iterate through the set of rules. If the node (and its surround-
ing nodes) match the precondition of a rule, apply that rule to
simplify the subtree associated with the node.
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• Once all nodes have been processed, output the final, simplified pro-
gram tree.
This algorithm is invoked on a number of programs in the GP system,
replacing the original programs with their simplified counterparts.
4.3 Experimental Setup
Here we used six of the GP tasks outlined in chapter 3. These are the
three symbolic regression tasks (regression1, regression2 and regression3),
an image classification task (shapes) and the two medical classification
tasks (breast cancer Wisconsin and SPECT).
4.4 Results and Discussion
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 displays the means and standard deviations of various
measures taken from 50 individual GP runs for each of the regression and
classification tasks. These measured aspects are the number of generations
completed at the end of GP evolution (Gens), the training fitness of the
“best” program in the final generation (Best Fitness), the average size (in
number of nodes) of programs found in all generations (Avg. Prog Size)
and for the classification tasks: the testing fitness of the “best” program
in the final generation (Best Test Fitness). Note that the “best” programs
evaluated in order to get the training and testing fitnesses are the same
program, as the measure for “best” program for a particular GP run is only
governed by the fitness function, which works on training fitness alone.
Program Size
As can be seen from the sixth column of tables 4.3 and 4.4, for all tasks
using simplification results in a drop in the average program size over the
standard GP. This is perfectly in line with what we want to achieve, as the
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Table 4.3: Results from the three regression GP tasks: Regression1,
Regression2, Regression3.
Task Frequency Gens Best Fitness Time(s) Avg. Prog Size Best Test Fitness
Reg1
Without 47.9 ± 5.88 0.1524± 0.4332 1.89 ± 0.42 40.95 ± 14.50 N/A
Every 1 48.58 ± 4.88 0.0650± 0.1619 2.01 ± 0.32 26.83 ± 12.58 N/A
Every 2 48.64 ± 4.87 0.0762± 0.2574 1.67 ± 0.29 27.32 ± 12.68 N/A
Every 3 49.02 ± 4.10 0.0629± 0.1414 1.62 ± 0.25 28.16 ± 12.75 N/A
Every 4 48.84 ± 4.04 0.0850± 0.2158 1.56 ± 0.24 28.51 ± 12.69 N/A
Every 5 49.34 ± 3.28 0.1252± 0.3024 1.58 ± 0.23 29.45 ± 13.37 N/A
Reg2
Without 50 ± 0 1186.13± 1064.92 2.32 ± 0.45 49.78 ± 16.86 N/A
Every 1 50 ± 0 1309.3± 1153.47 2.65 ± 0.40 35.13 ± 12.73 N/A
Every 2 50 ± 0 1273.05± 1013.44 2.18 ± 0.30 35.21 ± 12.60 N/A
Every 3 50 ± 0 1459.28± 1267.41 2.13 ± 0.38 37.07 ± 13.74 N/A
Every 4 50 ± 0 1070.29± 1156.76 1.91 ± 0.28 34.73 ± 12.76 N/A
Every 5 50 ± 0 1148.97± 887.056 1.95 ± 0.31 36.96 ± 13.66 N/A
Reg3
Without 50 ± 0 140.071± 362.445 2.38 ± 0.41 50.83 ± 16.11 N/A
Every 1 50 ± 0 159.576± 296.105 2.90 ± 0.44 37.23 ± 12.87 N/A
Every 2 50 ± 0 103.836± 91.422 2.34 ± 0.27 37.44 ± 12.22 N/A
Every 3 50 ± 0 89.817± 88.637 2.22 ± 0.33 38.30 ± 13.04 N/A
Every 4 50 ± 0 154.999± 319.870 2.12 ± 0.28 38.66 ± 12.71 N/A
Every 5 50 ± 0 96.822± 100.048 2.07 ± 0.28 38.74 ± 12.65 N/A
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Table 4.4: Results from the four classification GP tasks: Shapes, Breast
Cancer Wisconsin and SPECT.
Task Frequency Gens Best Fitness Time(s) Avg. Prog Size Best Test Fitness
Shapes
Without 50 ± 0 0.957 ± 0.0119 4.62 ± 0.93 45.19± 16.15 0.950 ± 0.0144
Every 1 50 ± 0 0.957 ± 0.0122 4.65 ± 1.04 34.39± 14.24 0.952 ± 0.0155
Every 2 50 ± 0 0.960 ± 0.0097 4.09 ± 0.83 34.01± 14.40 0.953 ± 0.0122
Every 3 50 ± 0 0.960 ± 0.0170 3.94 ± 0.82 34.12± 14.43 0.953 ± 0.0185
Every 4 50 ± 0 0.959 ± 0.0117 3.92 ± 0.86 34.52± 14.64 0.951 ± 0.0127
Every 5 50 ± 0 0.961 ± 0.0113 3.91 ± 0.71 35.12± 13.98 0.954 ± 0.0119
BCW
Without 50 ± 0 0.949 ± 0.0136 2.22 ± 0.46 37.99± 14.58 0.975 ± 0.0135
Every 1 50 ± 0 0.951 ± 0.0092 2.55 ± 0.50 28.38± 13.65 0.971 ± 0.0181
Every 2 50 ± 0 0.949 ± 0.0126 2.03 ± 0.38 27.07± 13.02 0.975 ± 0.0116
Every 3 50 ± 0 0.951 ± 0.0117 1.98 ± 0.39 28.02± 13.63 0.978 ± 0.0105
Every 4 50 ± 0 0.950 ± 0.0105 1.92 ± 0.36 28.49± 13.35 0.978 ± 0.0098
Every 5 50 ± 0 0.951 ± 0.0105 1.89 ± 0.36 28.60± 13.70 0.975 ± 0.0127
SPECT
Without 50 ± 0 0.761 ± 0.0333 1.54 ± 0.19 38.47± 13.04 0.795 ± 0.0279
Every 1 50 ± 0 0.789 ± 0.0429 2.14 ± 0.31 29.67± 13.46 0.795 ± 0.0287
Every 2 50 ± 0 0.784 ± 0.0448 1.70 ± 0.25 30.11± 14.32 0.797 ± 0.0236
Every 3 50 ± 0 0.778 ± 0.0397 1.55 ± 0.25 29.86± 14.94 0.791 ± 0.0267
Every 4 50 ± 0 0.780 ± 0.0422 1.51 ± 0.24 30.68± 15.42 0.792 ± 0.0279
Every 5 50 ± 0 0.771 ± 0.0373 1.45 ± 0.22 30.67± 15.25 0.791 ± 0.0292
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purpose of simplification is to reduce the size of programs and hence save
computer resources. We found that in all the tasks, and at all the simplifi-
cation frequencies, we get a significant drop in average program size to a
95% confidence interval (using statistical z-testing). This shows that using
the simplification method produces statistically significant reductions in
the average program sizes. As a large amount of the memory used by a
GP system is used by the population of programs, this reduction in aver-
age size corresponds to a significant decrease in memory usage.
To do a further analysis, we also present the average size of genetic pro-
grams at every generation for the six tasks in figures 4.8 and 4.9. We found
that performing simplification at every generation produced the smallest
programs out of all the systems. While performing simplification at lower
frequencies generally results in a higher average program size than per-
forming at every generation, this increase in size is very small, suggesting
that simplification does not need to be performed at every generation in
order to be effective.
CPU Time
Another point of interest is whether this reduction in program size can
translate into a reduction in the amount of time taken by GP to find a so-
lution. Using simplification generally results in smaller programs, which
should be processed faster when performing the other parts of GP (e.g.
fitness evaluation). From column five of the results tables 4.3 and 4.4, it
is clear that using simplification in every generation leads to an increase in
the amount of time GP takes to find solutions. This indicates that the over-
head from using simplification at every generation outweighs the benefits
gained from the smaller programs. However, in almost all cases (only the
SPECT dataset with simplification every 2 generations is the exception)
when simplifying every two to five generations, we get a significant re-
duction in the CPU time taken. This suggests that it is always possible
to find a good frequency for simplification that can significantly reduce
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Figure 4.8: Average Program Size per Generation, for Regression Tasks.
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Figure 4.9: Average Program Size per Generation, for Classification Tasks.
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program size and shorten CPU time.
Using different frequencies leads to different CPU times, and there
does not seem to be a reliable way to set the best frequency in the sim-
plification approach, which would usually require an empirical search.
However, if such a search can arrive in a good frequency in the simplifica-
tion that can require significantly shorter time, produce significant smaller
program sizes, result in comparable or even better accuracy (effectiveness)
than the standard GP, such a small price to pay. Based on our experiments,
it seems that a frequency in the range of 3-5 may serve as a good starting
point.
Effectiveness
Column four of results tables 4.3 and 4.4 shows the average fitness of
evolved programs on the training dataset, while column seven shows the
fitness of evolved programs on the testing dataset. Using statistical z-
testing, we found that in almost all cases there was no statistical difference
in the performances of the “best” programs from systems using simplifi-
cation and the standard GP (to a 95% confidence interval).
These results suggest that using our simplification method has no sig-
nificant impact on the effectiveness of the programs produced by the GP
evolution. In some cases (such as Regression1 and Regression3 at every 3
or 4 generations, the Shapes dataset at every 5 generations and the SPECT
dataset for all frequencies) the GP system using simplification was able
to obtain significantly better training fitness than the standard GP. This is
important for our method, as although it is desirable to reduce the pro-
gram sizes, doing so in exchange for system effectiveness is best to be
avoided if possible. Our simplification method appears to be able to fulfill
its aims of reducing program size in the GP populations without deteri-
orating the system effectiveness, and may even improve the effectiveness
in some cases. In the past, it has been thought that simplification would
lead to a deterioration in program effectiveness as building blocks may be
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disrupted by either the simplification itself, or through being exposed to
crossover. Our results suggest that no loss in effectiveness takes place. We
hypothesise that even though building blocks may be disrupted early on
in the GP evolution, using simplification may actually offset this by intro-
ducing new building blocks into the GP populations. We will investigate
this hypothesis further in the next chapter.
4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, (in line with our first goal) we presented our own algo-
rithm for performing algebraic simplification of GP programs during the
evolutionary process. This algorithm uses simple algebraic rules and an
equivalence hashing technique to determine the equivalence of GP pro-
gram subtrees. We integrated this approach into a standard GP system and
enabled it to simplify all programs within certain GP populations. Unlike
some past methods, our program simplification method was applied in an
onlinemanner, meaning that simplification was applied to the populations
during the evolution. A frequency parameter was used to determine in which
generation(s) the GP population would be simplified. This allowed an el-
ement of control of how aggressively we would apply simplification. GP
systems using simplification were used to perform seven different tasks
(three symbolic regression, two image classification and two medical clas-
sification) and then compared to a standard GP system, paying particular
attention to both the efficiency of the systems and the effectiveness of the
system in producing quality solutions.
Our second goal was to determine whether using this simplification
system can significantly reduce the size of programs in the GP popula-
tions. The results gathered from these experiments suggest that using sim-
plification will lead to a reduction in the size of programs held in the GP
populations, and can reduce the CPU time that GP takes to evolve solu-
tions. While using simplification at every generation produced the largest
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reduction in program size in most tasks, it also led to an increase in the
time used by GP to find a solution. A simplification frequency of 3 to 5
appears to be a good starting point when applying simplification to a new
GP task.
In line with our third goal, simplification was able to reduce the pro-
gram size without resulting in decreased effectiveness of GP in finding
solution programs. This was a very important result, as it shows that sim-
plification is a viable technique for combating the program bloat problem
without sacrificing any of GP problem solving power.
These results in this chapter have shown us that our simplification
method can result in smaller programs without harming the effectiveness
of the GP system. However, it is still of interest to us to investigate how
the use of simplification affects the “building-blocks” within the GP pop-
ulations, particularly whether simplification disrupts and/or creates new
building blocks. We develop an approach to performing this analysis in
the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Effects of Simplification on
Simple Building-Blocks
5.1 Introduction
It has often been thought that the redundancies that make up a large part
of code bloat may protect programs from the destructive effects of GP
crossover [59, 90, 89] by reducing the chances of crossover/mutation points
being selectedwithin highly fit portions of a program, and that genetic sys-
tems are under evolutionary pressure to create these redundancies in or-
der to increase the “robustness” of fit solutions [103]. Additionally, redun-
dancies may contain valuable genetic materials that can be recombined in
future generations to form better solutions [59]. As simplification removes
these redundancies, they may also be destroying these genetic materials,
reducing diversity and hindering the GP system’s ability to find a good
solution. We hypothesised in chapter 4 (page 71) that the simplification
process may destroy potential building blocks early on, but can also gen-
erate new building blocks at later stages of the GP evolution, leading to no
effect overall in the GP system’s effectiveness. However, these hypotheses
have not yet been seriously examined through experimentation. Further
investigation on this topic is necessary to our understanding of simplifica-
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tion in GP.
5.1.1 Chapter Goals
This chapter aims to investigate and analyse the effects on GP building
blocks, of using online simplification during the evolutionary process. We
will achieve this by tracing simple building blocks throughout a number
of individual GP runs both with and without simplification, and then ex-
amining the behaviour of the building blocks through these runs. More
specifically, we will investigate the following issues:
• how building-blocks within GP be represented in a simple manner
which can still hold significant meaning;
• how we can visualise and interpret these building-blocks as they are
tracked through the GP evolution;
• investigate whether utilising a simplification component in a GP sys-
tem disrupts potential building blocks in the GP population;
• determine whether simplification creates new building blocks in a
GP population with which to form better solutions; and
• determine whether the creation of new building blocks can over-
come the negative effects of building blocks being disrupted, and
result in more accurate GP solutions.
5.2 Numerical-Nodes as Simple Building Blocks
For this chapter, we need to accurately track building blocks throughout
a GP run in order to observe their behaviour and how they are affected
by simplification. For this purpose, we narrow our focus to the simplest
form of subtree: Single numerical terminal nodes (which we term simply as
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numerical-nodes). These are single nodes present in a program which are
usually represented by a single floating point number. They are often used
in GP tasks to contribute additional numerical constants toward a GP solu-
tion, and may be considered as parameter values of a mathematical model
described by the rest of the program tree. In the standard GP, these are
usually regarded as “constant” terminals. However, in GP systems util-
ising simplification, these terminals are no longer constant as they can be
altered by the simplification process. These nodes easily serve as “tracers”,
which can be individually tracked during a GP run so that their behaviour
can be monitored. By considering only single-nodes, any additional com-
plexity in analysis that can be introduced by crossover taking place within
a tracked building block is removed.
One may argue that purely focusing on numerical-nodes is a gross
simplification of GP building blocks. However, numerical-nodes do ex-
hibit the basic characteristics of building blocks. Numerical-nodes may be
combined with other nodes to build larger subtrees that contribute to a
more accurate solution. Like larger GP subtrees, numerical-nodes can ei-
ther contribute towards a solution or merely act as noise, guiding the sys-
tem away from the solution. Most importantly, they can be combined or
removed by the simplification component used in a GP system and as such
allows us to analyse any possible disruption. With regards to what a build-
ing block is conceptually (small components that can be formed into larger,
more fit components), numerical-nodes can be easily regarded as building
blocks. Previous work performed in [14] focused on testing numerical-
nodes as possible building blocks using a symbolic regression problem.
Their work supports the notion that numerical-nodes, despite their sim-
plicity, do exhibit characteristics of building blocks and are “significant
to understanding the dynamics of GP for more than just their structural
(single-node) aspect”. We believe that the use of numerical-nodes pro-
vides a good “first step” into analysing the influence simplification has on
GP building blocks. We will consider and analyse larger and more com-
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plex forms of building blocks in the next chapter.
5.2.1 Visualisation and Interpretation of Numerical-Nodes
In order to successfully track and subsequently interpret the movement
of these numerical-node building blocks, it is highly desirable to be able
to visually monitor these behaviours. Here we describe our developed
method for visualising and analysing numerical-node building blocks.
During a GP evolutionary run we process every program in each gen-
eration. We record the values of each numerical-node as well as which
generation they occur in, resulting in a list of (value, generation) pairs.
These pairs are used to form scatterplots for each GP run, using the 100
generations as the x-axis and the numerical-node values as the y-axis. For
each pair, we mark the corresponding position on the scatterplot with a ’+’
symbol. Using these plots, we can see which numerical-node values are
present in the GP population for each generation.
Ordinarily, any two nodes which have identical values and occur in
the same generation would only appear as a single ’+’ symbol (since the
plot actually shows two ’+’ symbols directly overlapping). In order to
make all nodes visible, we add a small amount of random noise to the
recorded values before they are plotted. Figure 5.1(a) shows an example
section of a typical scatterplot without noise, while figure 5.1(b) shows the
same section with the added noise. The benefit from doing this is that now
we can differentiate between highly populated (where many nodes have
the same value) and lowly populated numerical-nodes. Highly populated
numerical-node values will show up as a more dense portion of the plot,
while lowly populated values will appear more separated and sparse.
Being able to identify highly populated regions allows us to determine
which numerical-nodes in the GP system are surviving and propagating
through the population and which are being removed. By examining
which numerical-nodes are prevalent in standard GP runs and compared
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those with GP runs which use simplification, we can determine how sim-
plification affects these numerical-nodes.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Examples of scatterplots (a) without noise and (b) with noise
added
Figure 5.2 displays the scatterplot for a single GP run. Note that at gen-
eration 0 all of the numerical-node values are evenly distributed. This is
expected, as the GP system randomly generates these values from a uni-
form distribution. Fairly quickly though, numerical-node values become
concentrated to a small number of intervals, forming dense “bands” (such
as the one marked by B). Similarly there are less dense regions (such as
the one marked by A). These less dense regions show the numerical-node
values which are undesirable to the GP system and therefore have been
largely discarded. Because of genetic mutation (in which new numerical-
nodes may be randomly created), these sparse regions are almost never
completely empty. This shift in the distribution of numerical-nodes shows
that GP quickly discards all the non-useful numerical-nodes and propa-
gates the few which are useful in performing the given task.
5.2.2 Experimental Setup
For experimentation, we used two symbolic regression tasks. The first task
is the Regression4 task describe in chapter 3. The coefficients of 11 and 50
were chosen because they are fairly distant from each other and are not
multiples of each other. This means that at least two different combina-
tions of the numerical-nodes are needed to correctly regress this function.
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Figure 5.2: Numerical-Node Building Block Chart Example
A linear (single variable) equation was selected to place emphasis almost
entirely on the numerical constants, so that the GP system would need to
process numerical-nodes more often to form better solutions. The second
task is the Regression2 problem (also in chapter 3). This was chosen as it
provides a more difficult problem than the first regression task, and has
many different ways to build a “correct” solution.
Each numerical-node is generated during the initial program popula-
tion generation, and is chosen from a range of [−1.0, 1.0]. The use of a small
range (in the context of the symbolic regression problems being used) is in-
tentional, in order to make it clearer whether simplification is able to create
new numerical-nodes. Also, the use of such an “unsuitable” initial range
is able to increase the difficulty of the symbolic regression problem [15]
particularly in the case of Regression4.
The settings used in both the standard GP and GP with simplification
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are detailed in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Settings/Parameters used for all Genetic Programming systems
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Mutation 30% Population Size 500
Elitism 10% Generations 100
Crossover 60% Maximum Depth Limit 6
In addition to the parameters in table 5.1, GP with simplification re-
quires another three parameters. Recall that frequency dictates how often
simplification is invoked. A frequency value of 1means that simplification
is invoked every generation, while a frequency value of 7 would mean that
simplification would be invoked every seventh generation, with 6 stan-
dard GP generations in between. For this chapter, we use three different
frequencies for the GP systems using simplification: Every generation, ev-
ery 5 generations and every 10 generations. Combined with the standard
GP system, this makes four systems total to be tested. All programs in
the population are simplified whenever simplification is invoked. We use
the same values for Hash order (p) [1000077157] and constant precision (δ)
[1000000] as we did in chapter 4.
5.3 Results and Discussion
Each of the four systems described in the experimental setup were run
50 times each (a total of 200 runs) for both tasks, with each run using a
different random seed value (and thus different initial conditions). The
aggregate results for all of the runs are displayed in table 5.2, listing av-
erages and standard deviations of several measured characteristics: the
fitness of the best program in the final generation (Final Best Fit), the time
(in seconds) that system takes to evolve over the 100 generations (Time(s)),
and the average size of all the genetic programs throughout all runs (Avg.
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Table 5.2: Aggregate results from Regression4, Regression2 and Coins
tasks, using simplification frequencies of: None, Every Generation, Every
5 Generations and Every 10 Generations.
Task Frequency Gens Best Fitness Time(s) Avg. Prog Size
Regression4
Without 96.94 ± 10.84 2.94 ± 4.93 1.60 ± 0.268 35.02 ± 9.22
Every 1 98.78 ± 7.21 1.84 ± 3.84 1.73 ± 0.333 23.51 ± 8.82
Every 5 97.94 ± 8.55 2.87 ± 4.74 1.29 ± 0.268 25.79 ± 9.06
Every 10 99.22 ± 5.51 2.16 ± 3.85 1.26 ± 0.207 26.24 ± 8.81
Regression2
Without 100 ± 0 401.82± 843.27 1.62 ± 0.208 36.30 ± 9.25
Every 1 100 ± 0 320.40± 435.97 2.24 ± 0.369 30.05 ± 9.00
Every 5 100 ± 0 284.21± 552.05 1.48 ± 0.222 29.88 ± 8.81
Every 10 100 ± 0 429.92± 845.14 1.40 ± 0.204 30.02 ± 8.63
Prog Size).
The aggregate results in table 5.2 are consistent with our results in
chapter 4 in showing reduced program sizes and slight variations in the
average fitness of solution programs. We also see that the average time
that GP takes to run is reduced when using simplification, except when
simplifying at every generation. In both tasks, it can be seen that simplifi-
cation at some frequency is able to achieve a final fitness that is better than
that of the standard GP.
5.3.1 Analysis: Disruption of Existing Building Blocks
Figure 5.3 displays four numerical-node scatterplots (numerical-node val-
ues vs. generations), one for an example individual run of each GP system
(without, every 1, every 5 and every 10). All four runs displayed in this
way were given the same initial conditions (e.g. initial population and
random seed values).
The numerical-node plots for the standard GP system (in figure 5.3a)
clearly show that in each run, while the initial distribution of numerical-
nodes is very uniform (spread out evenly across all the initial value range),
“bands” of node values are quickly formed as the evolution progresses.
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(a) Without (b) Every 1
(c) Every 5 (d) Every 10
Figure 5.3: An example of numerical-node plots (values vs. generations,
plotted with a vertical axis range [−1..1]) for each of the four GP systems:
without simplification, every generation, every 5 generations and every 10
generations.
This is caused by a relatively small number of numerical-nodes being
propagated through the population at each generation, while other nodes
are eliminated or dwindle, as a result of the GP operators. These “bands”
symbolise the numerical-nodeswhich are being sustained for long stretches,
as they are deemed highly fit by the GP system. These numerical-nodes
signify the building blocks we are looking for, as they are nodes which
appear to be highly useful to the GP system for constructing solutions, as
opposed to merely noise which can be discarded.
However, in the systems that used simplification (shown in figure 5.3b-
d), many of the bands present in the standard GP run are not present de-
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spite using the same initial conditions. Many numerical-nodes that were
deemed fit in the standard GP and promoted throughout the population
disappear in the GP systems using simplification. This means that early on
in the evolutionary process for these systems, these particular numerical-
nodes are being eliminated by the program simplification process from the
GP population. This behaviour suggests that the simplification procedure
disrupts these building blocks during the first few generations, at the first
few occurrences of the simplification component being invoked.
5.3.2 Analysis: Construction of New Building Blocks
Without Every 1
Every 5 Every 10
Figure 5.4: An example of numerical-node plots (values vs. generations,
plotted for (plotted with a vertical axis range [−50, 50]) for each of the four
GP systems: without simplification, every generation, every 5 generations
and every 10 generations.
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As the simplification system appears to disrupt building blocks, it would
seem that the performance of systems that use simplification should be
much worse than the standard GP. From the aggregate results, we know
that this is not the case. According to the same plots in figure 5.3, while
some bands in the standard GP plots are not present in the GP with sim-
plification system plots, there are also new bands in GP with simplification
plots which are not present in the standard GP plots. The creation of these
new bands in the systems using simplification indicate that the simplifi-
cation procedure is not just disrupting old building blocks, but also con-
structing new and different building blocks, from which the GP system
can construct solutions. One may argue that mutation (and not simplifica-
tion) is the cause of these new building blocks. We present another set of
plots (given in figure 5.4) which show the same four plots as in figure 5.3,
but plotted within the vertical range on [−50, 50] instead of [−1, 1]. These
plots indicate that not only are new building blocks created within the
initial numerical-node range, but are also created outside the initial range
which can be propagated during the evolution. This creation outside of
the initial range can only be the product of simplification as mutation is
also restricted to the initial range parameter. This type of creation is par-
ticularly clear for GP with simplification at every generation and every 10
generations.
5.3.3 Effect of Construction/Disruption on Performance
While these new building blocks are apparent in all cases, the formation
of them does not seem to guarantee improved performance over standard
GP for a particular run. This is because, like in standard GP, GP with
simplification systems are able to be misled by “fit looking” paths in the
search space, resulting in sub-optimal solutions being found.
Recall that the initial range used in the original experiments for gener-
ating the initial numerical-nodes was [−1, 1]. This range was used as it was
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Table 5.3: Additional results for Regression4, using four different initial
numerical-node generation ranges.
Range Freq. Final Best Fit Time(s) Avg. Prog Size
[−10, 10]
Without 0.002± 0.008 2.844± 0.452 29.743± 3.869
Every 1 0.005± 0.019 2.864± 0.400 21.766± 2.636
Every 5 0.003± 0.009 2.289± 0.271 22.508± 2.198
Every 10 0.003± 0.010 2.266± 0.276 23.575± 2.554
[−20, 20]
Without 0.001± 0.002 2.905± 0.411 30.074± 3.831
Every 1 0.003± 0.008 2.881± 0.404 21.935± 2.668
Every 5 0.003± 0.006 2.362± 0.285 22.836± 2.635
Every 10 0.002± 0.006 2.368± 0.275 24.177± 2.618
[−100, 100]
Without 0.167± 1.575 2.945± 0.445 29.557± 4.180
Every 1 0.013± 0.049 2.872± 0.373 21.259± 2.673
Every 5 0.515± 3.556 2.412± 0.329 22.860± 2.791
Every 10 0.135± 1.245 2.438± 0.327 24.390± 3.292
[−200, 200]
Without 0.236± 1.494 3.014± 0.456 29.589± 3.643
Every 1 0.034± 0.116 2.962± 0.403 21.451± 2.632
Every 5 0.032± 0.212 2.468± 0.318 23.120± 2.805
Every 10 0.041± 0.168 2.427± 0.311 23.868± 2.709
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deemed “unsuitable” for the given symbolic regression problem (11x+50),
and would make the problem more difficult. [15] showed that a symbolic
regression problem’s difficulty could be tuned by varying the initial range
that these numerical-nodes were initialised in. Table 5.3 displays results
from the same symbolic regression problem as before, but using several
ranges. Two of these ranges ([−10, 10], [−20, 20]) lie between the two con-
stants used in the problem (11 and 50), and so should be “appropriate” for
solving this particular problem. We find in table 5.3 that the standard GP
performs very well using these ranges, obtaining the “best” fitness out of
the four systems (although they are not statistically significantly different).
However, the GP systems with simplification still took a shorter time and
produced programs that were smaller than the standard GP systems.
In the other two ranges ([−100, 100], [−200, 200]), both of which are
much larger than the constants needed in the problem, using simplifica-
tion appears to achieve better fitness than the standard GP at some fre-
quency value. These results suggest that while the performance of the
standardGP can be affected significantly by the range inwhich the numerical-
nodes are initialised, the systems using simplification are not as strongly
affected. By using simplification, the sensitivity of the GP system toward
the numerical-node range used may be lessened, as the simplification sys-
tems can construct new numerical-nodes outside of the initialised range.
In these types of cases, where the numerical-node range is inappropriate
for the particular problem, the construction of these new building blocks
has a highly positive effect on the GP system. This behaviour would make
using simplification particularly useful for tasks in which no prior knowl-
edge for “correct” parameter values (or indeed even the range of values)
for the GP system are known.
Figure 5.5 displays a plot of the number of distinct numerical-nodes
present in each generation, averaged over all 50 GP runs. The trend of all
the GP systems was to have a large initial number of distinct numerical-
nodes which are quickly refined to a much smaller number by the GP op-
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Figure 5.5: The number of distinct numerical-nodes present in each gener-
ation, averaged over all 50 GP runs, for the 11x+ 50 problem.
erators. In all of the systems that utilise simplification, it can be seen that
on average, the number of distinct numerical-nodes present in each gen-
eration is higher than the standard GP for a majority of the GP evolution.
This is caused by the simplification procedure’s ability to alter existing
numerical-nodes, which in turn creates new numerical-nodes and build-
ing blocks. This periodical creation of new numerical-nodes results in
more diversity in the numerical-node population. Even though standard
GP has an overall larger pool of nodes available (as the average program
size is larger in standard GP), systems using simplification provides ac-
cess to more variations in “genetic material”. The added diversity from
simplification appears to overcome the loss of genetic material that may
occur when existing building blocks are disrupted. The net effect is that
the GP population maintains some diversity throughout the GP run, and
thus simplification does not lead to premature convergence of the popula-
tions. This diversity effect of simplification may help explain why the GP
systems employing simplification do not lose any effectiveness despite re-
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moving code from the GP populations, and may actually slightly improve
the effectiveness in many cases.
5.4 Chapter Summary
The major goals of this chapter were to investigate whether the use of sim-
plification resulted in the disruption of building blocks during a GP sys-
tem’s run, whether using simplification could result in new building blocks
being constructed, and whether the positive effects of the new building
blocks would outweigh the negative effects of having previous building
blocks disrupted. To achieve these goals, we tracked numerical-nodes dur-
ing individual GP system runs for four GP systems (the standard GP and
three GP systems using simplification every generation, every 5 genera-
tions and every 10 generations) on a heavily constant-dependent symbolic
regression task. The values of every numerical-node in each generation, as
well as a count of distinct numerical-node values in each generation were
recorded during the runs.
Through analysis of the data using graphical plots, it was found that,
disruption of existing building blocks does occur early in the GP evolu-
tion, as a result of simplification being invoked on the GP population.
However, it was also found that using simplification resulted in new numerical-
nodes being constructed, which were not present in the GP system be-
fore. Some of these new numerical-nodes were created outside of the ini-
tial numerical-node range, allowing the GP system to more easily explore
more parts of the problem search space. While not all newly formed numerical-
nodes survived more than a few generations, some new nodes were prop-
agated through the population, constituting new building blocks. Since
GP systems using simplification do not produce worse programs than
the standard GP (as shown in chapter 4), the new building blocks must
counter the effects from disruption of the old building blocks.
Additional results using different initial numerical-node ranges (in ef-
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fect adjusting the difficulty of the task) showed that using simplification
resulted in the GP system performing better (and with more stability) than
the standard GP in situations where the initial range was highly unsuit-
able for the problem, suggesting that the creation of new building blocks
is highly useful in these situations. This creation is particularly good for
problems in which we do not have a lot of prior knowledge, and thus can-
not reliably set the GP parameter ranges.
These results provide evidence to help alleviate concerns that using a
simplification component may hinder building blocks within a GP popu-
lation and hence the performance of the GP system. Counts of the number
of distinct numerical-nodes in each generation show that GP systems with
simplification display increased diversity in the numerical-nodes available
to the system.
While analysis on numerical-nodes has provided some insight into the
effects of simplification on GP building blocks, it is clear that these interac-
tions need to be further investigated. In the next chapter, we will continue
our investigation using a more general and more complex form of build-
ing block: the fixed-depth subtree.
Chapter 6
Fixed-Depth Subtree Building
Blocks
6.1 Introduction
Until nowwe have beenworking solely with numerical nodes, which have
provided some initial insight into the effects that simplification has on sim-
ple building blocks within GP populations. While our results did suggest
that simplification does have an effect on the disruption and construction
of these simple building blocks, it is clear that GP is not merely an engine
to propagate singular numerically-valued nodes to solve problems. We
need to look at more complex forms of building block. In this chapter, we
will look at a more complex model: using/tracking subtrees of a (small)
fixed-depth.
6.1.1 Chapter Goals
This chapter aims to build upon work we performed in chapter 5, and
investigate/analyse the effects of using online simplification during the
evolutionary process using a more complex building-block model. More
specifically, we will investigate the following issues:
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• how building-blocks within GP can be represented using a more
complex model than numerical-nodes, while still being feasible to
perform empirical analysis;
• how we can visualise and interpret these more complex building-
blocks as they are tracked through the GP evolution;
• whether utilising a simplification component in a GP system dis-
rupts potential building blocks in the GP population;
• whether simplification creates new building blocks in a GP popula-
tion with which to form better solutions; and
• whether the creation of new building blocks can overcome the neg-
ative effects of building blocks being disrupted, and result in more
accurate GP solutions.
6.2 Fixed-Depth Program Subtrees
While there are apparent trends when analysing at the simplest level of
building blocks (numerical-nodes in chapter 5), we need to expand our
analysis to larger, more complex building blocks, in order to see if these
observed trends still hold true. The numerical-node model purely focused
on the simplest possible form of building block. It is a natural extension
of our numerical-node building block work to track subtrees of larger size,
and in a similar manner analyse their behaviour inside a GP evolution run.
Tracking and analysing schema in GP programs is very time consuming
and realistically infeasible. This has restricted building block analysis of
GP largely in the realm of theory, which is beyond the scope of this the-
sis. What we want here is a simple estimation of a building block that is
relatively easy to track and analyse, yet more complex than the numerical-
node model we have used previously. Fixed-depth subtrees provide us
with an answer.
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Numerical-nodes were simply a subset of the smallest possible subtree,
the single node. In this work, we will be tracking the entire set of single
node subtrees (not only numeric nodes, but also feature terminal nodes).
While there has been previous work which argues that building blocks
are rooted subtrees (see page 26) because subtrees can have their most pro-
nounced effect on the programwhen they are rooted, we have decided not
to limit the subtrees being tracked to those that are rooted. Recent works
have been split over their use of rooted and general subtrees, with no clear
consensus. Subtrees which may be important to the overall performance
of the program, such as those that construct important numeric constants
may only exist on the “lower” parts of the tree. We believe it is dangerous
to ignore these subtrees and thus we will track and analyse all subtrees of
a GP program.
More specifically, we are concerned with subtrees of a specified depth
(e.g. subtrees of depth 1, or subtrees with depth less than 4). Figure 6.1
shows fixed-depth subtrees of various depths in an example program. In
similar fashion to when we were using numerical-node building blocks,
we will identify these subtrees in each program and convert them to nu-
meric values in order to create a visual representation of building blocks
in each generation as the GP evolution progresses. Using this visual plot,
we can observe and track subtrees as they are affected by the genetic op-
erators, and algebraic simplification. In this way, we can make further
progress in determining how simplification affects the potential building
blocks within GP populations.
6.2.1 Identifying Subtrees
After a GP run has been completed, every program in each generation is
processed to identify all of the subtrees of size 1, 2 and 3. This is done
by using each node in a program as a starting point (or root) of a subtree,
then following all child node pointers until the specified depth has been
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Figure 6.1: Three figures depicting subtrees of various sizes for the exam-
ple program (+ (+ (+ a b) (+ c d)) (+ (+ e f) (+ g h))),
each subtree is highlighted by a dashed-edge border. (a) size 1, (b) size
2, (c) size 3
reached on each path. The process stops either when the specified depth
is reached or when there are no more child nodes to traverse to. A basic
example of this process is given in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Example of identifying a subtree of depth 2
Note that when identifying the subtree, if the process cannot reach the
required depth following any of the child node paths, then it is discarded,
since the resulting subtree is not of the required depth.
6.3 Visualising Fixed Size Subtrees in GP
What made numerical-nodes easy to put into a visual form was the fact
they were already numerically valued. This meant that the numerical-
nodes in each generation could be plotted for each generation in the GP
evolution, giving a visual flow of the building blocks throughout the GP
evolution. Similar building blocks were clustered together, allowing for
identification of large numbers of almost identical building blocks. In
this chapter, using larger building blocks which contain multiple (often
non-numerical) nodes, creating a visual diagram is not as trivial. Here we
explore some possible approaches for visualising the fixed-depth subtree
building blocks.
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6.3.1 Using a Global Indexing Table
In this first approach, wemaintain a global table which indexes all subtrees
encountered so far in the GP evolution. The subtrees that are identified
within a program are searched for in this global indexing table. In addi-
tion to the global indexing table, each generation has a smaller, local list
associated with it. This local list is a list of indexes, each of which refer to a
subtree that is contained in the global indexing table. These local lists keep
track of exactly which building blocks were present in each generation of
the GP evolution.
Global Index Table
+
x 4.5
Candidate Subtree
Check table
Generation 1 3 4 52 6 7
On match, append index
to local list
Local Lists
Figure 6.3: Simple example of using a global index table to process fixed-
depth subtrees. In this example, the candidate subtree is found in the
global index.
As each subtree is identified, the global indexing table is consulted to
see if already exists in the table (meaning we have encountered the same
subtree before). If there is a match, we use the index value of the subtree in
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the global table and append that to the local list for the current generation.
If no match is found, the subtree is added to the global table and the index
value of the newly added subtree is appended to the current generation’s
local list. A diagram for each situation is shown in figures 6.3 and 6.4.
Global Index Table
+
x 4.5
Candidate Subtree
Check table
Generation 1 3 4 52 6 7
No match, insert into
the end of the global index 
table
Local Lists
Append the index of newly
inserted tree into local list
Figure 6.4: Another simple example of using a global index table to pro-
cess fixed-depth subtrees. In this example, the candidate subtree is not
found in the global index.
Through this process, each unique subtree is allocated a unique nu-
merical value as needed. The local lists allow us to monitor subtrees from
generation to generation. By plotting the values contained in the genera-
tion local lists, we can form a visual scatterplot of the subtrees contained
in each generation as the GP evolution run progresses.
However, this approach is limited by the fact that similar subtrees are
not guaranteed to be adjacent in index value. Furthermore, a subtree may
be given two different index values in plots of two separate runs, as the
index value is allocated on a “first-come, first-serve” basis. One approach
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would be to write the global indexing table out to file and reuse the same
global table for multiple runs, although with the extremely high number
of possible subtrees, this is highly inefficient (due to the heavy use of sec-
ondary storage).
A better approach would be to assign each subtree a value through use
of a mapping/hash routine. While this may lead to some collisions, a case
which is extremely detrimental to the integrity of the analysis, there are
several benefits. Firstly, direct comparisons can be made between runs,
such as identification of commonly grouped subtrees (which may help
identify building blocks that are commonly used to form the solution).
Secondly, the speed of the analysis is greatly increased, as a slow global
index becomes unnecessary to assign unique subtree values. We investi-
gate the possible use of hash functions next.
6.3.2 Using a Hashing Function
Instead of using a global indexing table, a much faster approach would be
to use a hash function to convert each fixed-depth subtree into a (unique)
numerical value. These numerical values could then be plotted (possibly
requiring normalisation first) in a similar fashion to what was used for
numerical-nodes.
A suitable hash function for this purpose is not trivial, as there are some
requirements that a hash function would ideally fulfill. We identify the
following requirements as important:
1. Each unique subtree corresponds to a unique numerical hash value.
2. Smaller differences in structure between two subtrees equates to a
smaller difference in hash values. Similarly, larger differences in sub-
tree structure equate to larger differences in hash values.
3. Related to (2). Structure differences higher in the subtree (closer to
the root node) correspond to larger differences in hash values than
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structure differences lower in the subtree (closer to the leaf nodes).
This is supported bywork in [35] showing that changes further away
from the root node influence the fitness of the program less than
changes closer to the root.
Initially we considered a few already existing hash functions which
could possibly be used for hashing the subtrees. Firstly, we considered the
Algebraic Equivalence Hashing method described in chapter 4. However,
as this would equate subtrees that are structural different but functionally
equivalent, it violates the first hashing requirement.
Realising that the subtrees can also be respresented by a string (e.g. (+
f0 (- 0.2 f0) f1)), we considered existing hash functions that can
hash strings or collections of bytes. One such hash function considered
was CRC32 (32-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check) hashing [63]. CRC32 is a
popular and well studied hash function used as a checksum to ensure data
integrity. Computation for CRC32 is similar to arithmetic division, but
uses remainder as the result while the quotient is discarded. It is widely
used as it is easy to implement in binary hardware and is well understood
mathematically.
However, although CRC32 does an excellent job of hashing different
subtrees to different hash values and limiting collisions, it is not designed
to keep similar strings to similar hash values and often will map similar
strings to very different hash values. This is against what we are looking
for in a hash function (as stated in second hashing requirement). A review
of other existing hash functions makes it clear that we will need to con-
struct a new hash function specifically for the task of hashing GP subtrees
to numerical values.
6.4 FST-Hash: Hashing for Fixed-DepthSubtrees
To address these hashing requirements, we developed a method called
FST-Hash (Fixed-SubTree-Hash). FST-Hash is a hashing function designed
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around the three hashing requirements. The hashing process is made up of
two steps. The first produces a level ordering of the nodes in the subtree.
The second takes this ordering and translates each node into a numerical
sequence. The concatenation of these numerical sequences gives us the
final hash values.
6.4.1 Producing a Level Ordering
When a tree-based GP program is printed as a program string, it is done so
in a prefix ordering (i.e. the operator, followed by its arguments). However,
in our approach, we wish to produce a level ordering, where each depth or
level is printed out in ascending order. This means that we obtain an order
sequence where the root node (depth 0) is printed out, followed by all
the nodes at depth 1, followed by all the nodes at depth 2 etc. Figure 6.5
shows the difference between a prefix ordering and a level ordering on an
example GP program tree.
+
+ +
d e+ c
a b
Prefix Order: +++abc+de
Level Order: ++++cdeab
Figure 6.5: Prefix and Level ordering of nodes for an example program.
The motivation behind using this ordering is to address the third hash-
ing requirement. That is, node differences closer to the root should result
in larger hash value differences than node differences further down the
subtree. By using a level ordering, we have a sequence in which nodes
closer to the root are earlier (i.e. larger) in the hash value. Figure 6.6
shows an example program followed by two programs which differ from
the example by one node. The left program has had a low level operator
+ altered into a -, while the right program has had the root node changed.
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Note that while a + node is being changed into a - node in both cases, the
left case only results in a relatively small change in hash value, while the
right case displays a larger change in hash value.
+
+ +
f f+ f
f f
+
+ +
f f- f
f f
-
+ +
f f+ f
f f
Hash: aaaaeeeee = 45813264110
Hash: aaabeeeee = 45814312686 Hash: baaaeeeee = 50108231406
Figure 6.6: How differences in structure at different levels affects the re-
sulting hash value. Underlining shows where the hashes differ from the
original program tree’s hash. These hash values will be explained in sec-
tion 6.4.2
Obtaining a level ordering given a particular GP program is fairly straight-
forward. We begin by adding the root node to a queue. We then take the
next node off the queue and append it to our ordering. Then we add the
node’s children onto the end of the queue. We continue this process until
there are no more nodes on the queue. In this way we visit each node in
the program tree once and produce a level ordering. The pseudo-code for
this procedure is given in figure 6.7.
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Algorithm 6.4.1: LEVELORDER(Node N, Queue < Node > Q)
Queue < Node > EvaluationQueue
EvaluationQueue.Push(N)
while !EvaluationQueue.Empty()
do


Node e← EvaluationQueue.Pop()
Q.Push(e)
for i ← 1 to e.numChildren
do EvaluationQueue.Push(e.Childi)
Figure 6.7: Pseudo-code producing a level ordering from a GP subtree.
6.4.2 Translating the Ordering to a Hash
Now that we have a level ordering for the nodes in the GP subtree, we
need to translate those nodes into numerical sequences in order to get the
final numerical hash value. This is achieved by simply enumerating the
number GP nodes which provides a mapping from the nodes into a nu-
meric sequence. In more detail, we handle each node in the level ordering
as follows.
Numeric ValuedTerminals: In this approachwe address floating point
valued nodes as opposed to integer or rational values. As floating points
can often have differing numbers of significant digits (e.g. 0.222 [3 signifi-
cant digits] vs. 0.100 [1 significant digit]), we specify a precision parameter
which specifies a set number of decimal places (d.p.) we use when translat-
ing these nodes. We use a precision of 2 d.p. in our experiments, which
means that a numeric node of value 1.2332 is translated to 123, whilst a
numeric node of value 0.498723 is translated to 050 (as the 3rd decimal
place is above 4, so we round up). Note that if the numeric value has
fewer than 2 d.p., the rest of the sequence is filled in with zeros (e.g. 0.1
translates to 010).
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Operators: For these types of nodes, the process is straightfoward. We
can assign each of these operators a value. As the decimal digits (0−9) are
already used for the numeric valued terminal nodes, we assign each of the
operators an alphabetic character (a − z). For our experiments, we have
the following mapping: + → a, − → b, × → c, ÷ → d. In this work, we
are not using an if<0 operator, and so it is not handled in our translation
(though we would simply associate the next available unused alphabetic
character to it, just like the other operators).
Feature Terminals: These are processed in the same way as the opera-
tor nodes. However, we do not reuse any of the alphabetic characters that
have already been used by the operator mappings. In our experiments, as
we are only concerned with one variable symbolic regression, we have the
following mapping: f0 → e.
These mapping settings are summarised in table 6.1. Note that in this
work, we are only concerning ourselves with a maximum subtree size of
3. The choice of depth and decimal place precision determine how large
hash values can become. We have found using our settings that in the vast
majority of cases the calculated hash values are well under the maximum
size of a 64-bit unsigned integer, and so implementation of this approach
is not an issue.
6.4.3 Plotting Hash Values
Note that for our experiments, we use the digits 0 − 9 and the alphabetic
characters a − e, making a total of 15 different characters used. Any se-
quence that result from this process will essentially be a number in base
15. In order to plot the hash values produced by FST-Hash, we convert
these sequences into an equivalent base-10 number (decimal) [27]. The
pseudo-code for this function is presented in figure 6.8, and an example is
given in figure 6.9.
Numerical-nodes consisted of only numerically valued singular termi-
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Algorithm 6.4.2: CONVERTTOBASE10(String sequence, int base)
int result ← 0
for i ← 1 to sequence.Length
do


comment: The Mapping function returns the decimal value
comment: (0-9, a=10, b=11 etc.)
int value ← Mapping(sequence[i])
result ← result× base
result ← result + value
Figure 6.8: Pseudo-code for converting an arbitrary base number to base-
10.
Step Digit Result
Initial - 0
Multiply by 15 - 0
Add 10 a 10
Multiply by 15 150
Add 11 b 161
Multiply by 15 2415
Add 12 c 2427
Multiply by 15 36405
Add 1 1 36406
Multiply by 15 546090
Add 2 2 546092
Multiply by 15 8191380
Add 3 3 8191383
Figure 6.9: Example converting the base-15 number abc123 into decimal
(base-10). The result here is 8191383.
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Table 6.1: Summary of mappings used to translated level-ordering to a
numeric sequence
Node Mapping
Numerical Nodes
(Only using a specified number of decimal places)
0 → 0
1 → 1
2 → 2
3 → 3
4 → 4
5 → 5
6 → 6
7 → 7
8 → 8
9 → 9
Operators
+ → a
− → b
× → c
÷ → d
Feature Terminals f0 → e
nal nodes. This means that while there were often hundreds or thousands
of values that were plotted on each scatterplot, it was still clear which
numerical-node building blocks were popular and which were rare. How-
ever, with even slightly larger subtrees (the size 2 and 3 we use in this
thesis), there are a far greater amount of subtrees that need to be plotted
(in the millions). If we use the 2-dimensional scatterplot approach that we
used for numerical-nodes, we obtain a plot that is cluttered and very hard
to interpret (see figure 6.10).
One way to address this is to reduce the population size used in the GP
system. This greatly reduces the number of subtrees that need to be pro-
cessed and plotted in each generation and hence the resulting scatterplots
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Figure 6.10: 2D plot of fixed-depth subtrees, using CRC32 hash values.
Figure 6.11: 2D plot of fixed-depth subtrees, using CRC32 hash values,
using left: Population 100, right: Population 250.
are much clearer. Example plots using reduced populations of 100 and
250 are shown in figure 6.11. However, by reducing the population we are
also reducing the appropriateness of the analysis as we are no longer using
“typical” GP settings (which we have used in our other experiments).
Instead, we extend the normal scatterplot by plotting each subtree in
each generation only once (x-axis: generations, y-axis: subtree hash value),
with the z-axis representing the frequency of that particular subtree. We
further use a colour gradient to illustrate the frequencies. Using this ap-
proach we can view the popularity of certain subtrees as well as how they
are affected during the GP evolution. In using this approach, we no longer
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have to add random noise to each value, as heavily populated subtrees
will just be represented by a higher “peak” and different colour.
6.5 Experimental Setup
For experimentation, we use two symbolic regression problems and a clas-
sification problem. The first symbolic regression taskwe use is the Regression4
task (described in chapter 3), which is used as a fairly simple task so that
complications or effects that may be caused by problem difficulty may be
ignored. This is the same problem that we used for analysis in chapter
5 for numerical-node analysis, so we use it again here in this work to al-
low for comparison. The second symbolic regression problem we use is
the Regression2 task (also described in chapter 3). This was selected as a
more difficult problem to contrast the first problem we used, and is used
for the higher level analysis. The classification task we use is the coins
classification dataset (chapter 3). We chose to include a classification task
in order to verify that our findings were not limited solely to the symbolic
regression problem domain.
We used the usual experimental setup (i.e. terminal set, function set,
crossover/mutation/elitism rates etc.) that we have used throughout this
thesis, with only a couple of differences. The first change is that we used
a setting of 100 generations of evolution. This gives us a larger view of
the behaviour of the fixed-depth subtrees. The second change was the
removal of if<0 from the function set.
6.6 Results and Discussion
Firstly we present results aggregated from all 50 test runs for each task in
the experiments, to provide some background information on the nature
of these problems and the performance obtainable by each of the four sys-
tems. Table 6.2 shows the average best fitness, average evolution time and
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Table 6.2: Aggregate results from Regression4, Regression2 and Coins
tasks, using simplification frequencies of: None, Every Generation, Every
5 Generations and Every 10 Generations.
Task Frequency Gens Best Fitness Time(s) Avg. Prog Size Best Accuracy
Reg4
Without 96.94± 10.84 2.94 ± 4.93 1.60 ± 0.268 35.02± 9.22 N/A
Every 1 98.78± 7.21 1.84 ± 3.84 1.73 ± 0.333 23.51± 8.82 N/A
Every 5 97.94± 8.55 2.87 ± 4.74 1.29 ± 0.268 25.79± 9.06 N/A
Every 10 99.22± 5.51 2.16 ± 3.85 1.26 ± 0.207 26.24± 8.81 N/A
Reg2
Without 100 ± 0 401.82± 843.27 1.62 ± 0.208 36.30± 9.25 N/A
Every 1 100 ± 0 320.40± 435.97 2.24 ± 0.369 30.05± 9.00 N/A
Every 5 100 ± 0 284.21± 552.05 1.48 ± 0.222 29.88± 8.81 N/A
Every 10 100 ± 0 429.92± 845.14 1.40 ± 0.204 30.02± 8.63 N/A
Coins
Without 99.18± 3.58 0.93 ± 0.047 1.17 ± 0.212 27.98± 9.44 0.93 ± 0.055
Every 1 99.46± 3.82 0.92 ± 0.047 1.59 ± 0.291 21.52± 8.99 0.93 ± 0.050
Every 5 99.76± 1.70 0.93 ± 0.051 1.12 ± 0.195 22.92± 9.04 0.93 ± 0.060
Every 10 97.98± 8.55 0.92 ± 0.070 1.06 ± 0.186 23.99± 8.95 0.92 ± 0.069
average program size for each of the four systems. These results are con-
sistent with those in chapter 4, and confirm that GPwith simplification can
reduce program size and CPU time, while maintaining the effectiveness of
GP in finding solutions.
In this section, we will use the Regression4 task to analyse individual
runs in section 6.6.1. We then use all three tasks (Regression4, Regression2
and the Coins dataset) to perform higher level analysis on the overall effect
of program simplification.
6.6.1 Analysing Individual Runs
In our numerical-node model in Chapter 5, we used the Regression4 sym-
bolic regression problem to observe and perform analysis of individual GP
evolution runs. In this subsection we perform similar analysis, using the
fixed-depth subtree model. First, we will look at fixed-subtrees of depth
1 separately and make comparisons to the results we obtained from using
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the numerical-node model. Then we will analyse fixed-subtrees of depths
2 and 3 to see if there are obvious trends with these larger subtrees.
In this analysis we will display 3D plots of various GP runs, both sys-
tems with and without simplification. The bottom axis (x-axis) represents
each GP generation, from generation 1 through to generation 100. The
right hand axis (y-axis) represent the FST-Hash values, and so each hori-
zontal “slice” tracks a single subtree through all 100 generations of that GP
run. The left hand vertical axis (z-axis) shows the frequency for a particu-
lar FST-Hash value (program subtree) in a particular generation. A colour
gradient is shown in each plot in the upper right hand corner, showing the
corresponding colour pertaining to particular frequency values.
Higher peaks mean that there is a larger number of that particular sub-
tree at that point in the GP run. If a subtree is consistently highly popu-
lated (forming a ridge that spans multiple generations) then that subtree
is both plentiful in the GP population and has survived through multi-
ple generations of genetic operators. If any new ridges appear during the
course of the GP run, then those particular subtrees have somehow prop-
agated into a significant proportion of the GP populations.
Analysis of Fixed-Subtrees of Depth 1
Using fixed-depth subtrees of depth 1 is a slight extension over using the
simple numerical-node model, where we are now incorporating the func-
tional nodes. While we generated plots and observed trends for all 50 runs
for each system, we only display plots from four different runs here for
space reasons. Although we will illustrate our results using these four ex-
ample runs, our findings cover all of the 50 runs that wemonitored. Figure
6.12 shows plots for these runs using no simplification, while figures 6.13,
6.14, 6.15 show plots for using simplification every 1, 5 and 10 generations
respectively.
Looking at the plots for runs using no simplification, it is notable that
hash value 14 (which corresponds to the feature terminal) is by far the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.12: A sampling of 3D plots (run (a) 5, (b) 9, (c) 14 and (d) 29)
of fixed-depth subtrees of depth 1, using FST-Hashing, no simplification.
Using a smaller plotting range to zoom-in.
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Table 6.3: Top 5 Most Popular Subtrees for Depth 1
No Simplification Every 1 Every 5 Every 10
Hash Value Freq. Hash Value Freq. Hash Value Freq. Hash Value Freq.
14 11874 14 13974 14 13920 14 14046
14 14046 14 14643 14 12756 14 12921
14 12921 14 15144 14 11322 14 12405
14 12405 14 11220 14 17079 14 17607
14 18177 14 11964 14 11991 14 13719
most populated node. This is further illustrated in table 6.3 (which also
shows that the node is the most popular in all four systems). This ta-
ble shows the five most populous subtrees, as found using the follow-
ing method: We take the subtree which is the most populated in any one
generation for each of the 50 GP runs. We then take the five most popu-
lated of these 50 subtrees. As can be clearly seen, the top five subtrees in
each of the four systems is the feature terminal node. This observation can
be expected as the feature terminal may occur within a solution multiple
times as it attempts to piece together the relatively large coefficient (11 in
11x+ 50) required for the regression problem.
It also appears that addition (hash value 10) is the most common func-
tion used in a majority of the GP runs ( 70%, though not in all the runs).
This may be due to the approach that GP can take in formulated 11x
(adding feature terminal nodes together), as well as constructing the needed
constants.
As in our numerical-node analysis, we find that not using simplifica-
tion (figure 6.12) restricts the values of numerical-nodes to a specific range
(thus the smaller y-axis range). This is clear when comparing the plots in
figure 6.12 with those in figures 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15. The subtrees plotted in
figure 6.12 are all within a much smaller range than those systems using
simplification.
Now we look at the runs where simplification is used. Using simpli-
fication ((a), (b), (c) and (d) in figures 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15) results in many
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.13: A sampling of 3D plots (run (a) 5, (b) 9, (c) 14 and (d) 29) of
fixed-depth subtrees of depth 1, using FST-Hashing, simplification every
generation
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.14: A sampling of 3D plots (run (a) 5, (b) 9, (c) 14 and (d) 29) of
fixed-depth subtrees of depth 1, using FST-Hashing, simplification every
5 generations
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.15: A sampling of 3D plots (run (a) 5, (b) 9, (c) 14 and (d) 29) of
fixed-depth subtrees of depth 1, using FST-Hashing, simplification every
10 generations
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new building blocks being created outside the range that not using simpli-
fication is restricted to. These plots have a much larger range of FST-Hash
values plotted. We can see many of these newly created building blocks
as new peaks at various stages of the GP run plots. These peaks suggest
that these subtrees (which do not exist in the standard GP runs) exist in the
GP population in significant amounts, showing that they are being prop-
agated by the GP system. These findings confirm our results in chapter 5,
where (at least at a singular node level), using simplification creates new
potential building blocks in the GP populations.
Analysis of Fixed-Subtrees of Depth 2 and 3
Now we look at some of the bigger fixed-depth subtrees within the popu-
lations of individual GP runs. Figures 6.16, 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19 each show
plots for the same run (run 5, 9, 14 or 29) when using each of the four sim-
plification frequencies (none, every 1, every 5 and every 10). Note that this
is different from our analysis of depth 1 subtrees, where each figure dis-
played all four runs for a particular frequency. Using this plot alignment
allows us to compare the effects of the four systems when given the same
initial conditions.
It is clear that in each of the four displayed runs, using simplification
results in different distributions of subtrees in the GP populations. This
is not surprising, as even small changes to any one GP generation has the
possibility to radically change the direction of that GP run. Interestingly,
as we can see in runs 9 and 14 (figures 6.17 and 6.18), the standard GP
system has a higher tendency to populate some of the larger subtrees, par-
ticularly later in the GP run. This observation could be one of the factors
that contribute to program bloat. On the other hand, the systems using
simplification do not appear to highly populate these larger subtrees.
This can be further seen when looking at tables 6.4 and 6.5. These two
tables show the five most populous subtrees (in the same manner as ta-
ble 6.3) for subtrees of depth 2 and depth 3 respectively. We can see that
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.16: 3D plots of fixed-depth subtrees of depth 2 and 3 for each of
the four systems ((a) Without, (b) Every 1, (c) Every 5, (d) Every 10) for run
5.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.17: 3D plots of fixed-depth subtrees of depth 2 and 3 for each of
the four systems ((a) Without, (b) Every 1, (c) Every 5, (d) Every 10) for run
9.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.18: 3D plots of fixed-depth subtrees of depth 2 and 3 for each of
the four systems ((a) Without, (b) Every 1, (c) Every 5, (d) Every 10) for run
14.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.19: 3D plots of fixed-depth subtrees of depth 2 and 3 for each of
the four systems ((a) Without, (b) Every 1, (c) Every 5, (d) Every 10) for run
29.
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Table 6.4: Top 5 Most Popular Subtrees for Depth 2
No Simplification Every 1 Every 5 Every 10
Hash Value Freq. Hash Value Freq. Hash Value Freq. Hash Value Freq.
705428 1916 2474 1952 2474 1514 2474 1282
136802345 1782 2474 1690 565454 1382 2474 2512
148297505 1686 654802 1552 2474 1826 607559 1672
2474 2160 705390 1730 705510 1558 705499 1092
114385549 1758 607739 1386 507254 1500 705517 878
for the no simplification case for depth 2 subtrees that 136802345, 148297505
and 114385549 are among the top five hash values, while in the case for
depth 3 we have 6932904075114 and 1788791042021640. These are larger
subtrees than those that occur in the top five for the systems using simpli-
fication. Translating these back into subtrees shows that these larger sub-
trees are usually for manipulating numeric terminals (adding, multiplying
and dividing them). This is because the nature of the symbolic regression
problem places emphasis on constructing the correct numeric constants,
so subtrees like these are important when not using simplification. How-
ever, in the systems using simplification these subtrees are often not highly
populated. In fact, if we look at plot (a) in figures 6.17 and 6.18, we can see
that some large subtree(s) are quite highly populated, while in the systems
using GP (plots (b), (c) and (d) of figures 6.17 and 6.18) these subtree(s) are
not present. Additionally, in runs 5 and 29 (figures 6.16 and 6.19) no larger
subtrees are heavily propagated by the systems using simplification either.
This is likely due to new constants being constructed by the simplifi-
cation process, which eliminates these types of numeric manipulation sub-
trees. Because these larger subtrees are highly populated and important
to the standard GP runs, we can see that simplification does indeed re-
move/disrupt building blocks used by the standard GP. This confirms our
suspicions from our numerical-node work in chapter 5.
However, there appear to be subtrees that are common to all systems
regardless if simplification is used or not. In table 6.4 we can see that hash
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Table 6.5: Top 5 Most Popular Subtrees for Depth 3
No Simplification Every 1 Every 5 Every 10
Hash Value Freq. Hash Value Freq. Hash Value Freq. Hash Value Freq.
158658268 423 26041192882 402 35197473600 404 31969523949 403
6932904075114 424 35197340444 440 33558954766 432 33505039141 431
1788791042021640 421 35198233788 496 35370472559 412 30048419759 599
30773567274 392 28538701781 390 35027761799 338 155679013 396
155679013 447 159317114 391 26316073134 381 35026629553 369
value 2474 features prominently in each of the four systems, meaning that
it is an important subtree for solving the problem. Indeed, if we translate
this hash value back into a subtree, we get: 2474 = aee → (+ f0 f0),
which is the simple sum of two feature terminals. Additionally, hash val-
ues of the form 705xxx (x being a wildcard) appear in all four systems as
well. All of these subtrees are of the form de0xx, which translates to (% f0
0.xx). This is another form of GP trying to construct the 11x portion of
the symbolic regression problem, and it appears that a lot of the subtrees
propogated in the GP population are dedicated to tackling that part of the
problem. These subtrees show that with or without simplification, sim-
ilar subtree constructs are propagated through the GP populations in all
four systems. In the case of subtrees of depth 3 (table 6.5), there are fewer
similarities, although many of the subtrees shared are in the 3xxxxxxxxxx
range.
By having so many shared subtrees feature highly in both the stan-
dard GP and the systems using simplification, the results show that many
important building blocks survive the simplification process and are not
removed from the GP populations. Because these important blocks re-
main, the systems using simplification are not placed at a disadvantage in
finding solutions to the symbolic regression problem.
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6.6.2 Totaling Disrupted and Created Subtrees
So far we have been analysing individual GP runs, looking for trends in
specific runs that might suggest that using simplification can affect the ef-
fectiveness of these runs, or disrupt building blocks that would otherwise
propagate if no simplification was used. In this subsection we provide
a higher level analysis, looking at particular measures that may help us
determine the effects of using simplification on GP.
For each generation (gi) (not including the first generation, where ev-
ery subtree is new), we can scan through the whole population of subtrees
present in the generation and the previous generation (gi−1) to determine:
the subtrees that are present in gi that were not present in gi−1; and the
subtrees that were present in gi−1 that are no longer present in gi. By mea-
suring these two aspects, we can get a picture of the disruptive and con-
structive effects shown in the GP population and will help show whether
using simplification results in larger amounts of subtree disruption or con-
struction than the standard GP.
Figures 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22 display graphs when using each of the dif-
ferent simplification frequencies (none, every 1, every 5 and every 10) on
the Regression4, Regression2 and Coins Classification tasks respectively.
The blue line represents the number of new subtrees created in each GP
generation. The red line represents the number of subtrees disrupted in
the each GP generation. The purple line represents the net effect of these
two lines, that is the number of subtrees created minus the number of sub-
trees disrupted. These graphs are created by averaging these values for
each generation over all 50 GP runs. Note that the number of subtrees dis-
rupted (red line) has been treated as a negative number (e.g. if there were
100 disrupted subtrees, the plotted value is −100) in order to make the
plots clearer and avoid overlapping lines. Additionally, a black horizontal
line at y = 0 has been drawn on each graph. This allows us to easily judge
whether there is a net creation or disruption of subtrees overall.
In all of the tasks, there appears to be an overall disruption trend (sig-
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Figure 6.20: Number of subtrees disrupted and created during GP evolu-
tion of Regression4 problem, averaged over 50 runs. Results are for (a) No
Simplification, (b) Simplification every generation, (c) Every 5 generations
and (d) Every 10 generations.
naled by the purple net effect line being below zero). This means that even
without simplification, there is a slight bias towards fewer subtrees in the
GP population. This can be expected, as the major purpose of GP is to
use its form of natural selection to refine the population toward solving a
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Figure 6.21: Number of subtrees disrupted and created during GP evolu-
tion of Regression2 problem, averaged over 50 runs. Results are for (a) No
Simplification, (b) Simplification every generation, (c) Every 5 generations
and (d) Every 10 generations.
particular problem.
Firstly, we compare the graphs for systems using simplification (b,c
and d) with the standard GP (a) in each task. In every case, we can see
that the red line is “lower” and the blue line is higher when using sim-
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Figure 6.22: Number of subtrees disrupted and created during GP evolu-
tion of Coins Classification problem, averaged over 50 runs. Results are
for (a) No Simplification, (b) Simplification every generation, (c) Every 5
generations and (d) Every 10 generations.
plification. This suggests that by using simplification, we are increasing
both the rates of subtree creation and subtree disruption. Furthermore
it appears that applying simplification at every generation has increased
disruption and creation over using simplification frequencies of 5 and 10.
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Additionally, in the graphs (c and d) for each task we observe a “spik-
ing” phenomenon in the amount of subtree creation and subtree disrup-
tion coinciding with any generation in which simplification has been ap-
plied. We could expect some “spiking” to occur in the plots for (b) in each
task where simplification is applied at every generation. However, when
using simplification in all generations, there is no “build-up” of genetic
materials and redundancies. This results in no “spiking” trend in the plots
for these systems. These results confirm to us that it is the act of simplifica-
tion itself that is causing the increase in both subtree creation and subtree
disruption.
Note that by having increased creation, we are having more new ge-
netic materials added to the GP populations. By having increased dis-
ruption, we are losing more of the existing genetic materials that were
in the GP populations. Therefore, by having an increase in both creation
and disruption, there is a larger overall change in the genetic content of
the current generation compared with the previous generation when us-
ing simplification. We can call the larger gap between the creation and
disruption lines as having a larger genetic turnover.
With an increased genetic diversity, one may suppose that using sim-
plification should result in better programs being evolved, as it can search
more of the GP search space concurrently. However, if we look at each
graph again, even though the genetic turnover is different in each of the
four systems when performing each task, the overall net effects (purple
line) are very similar. Our results from tables 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 show that
very similar subtrees become highly populated, whether simplification is
used or not. It could be that the majority of those subtrees being disrupted
and created are at the extremities of the GP population and do not strongly
affect the GP system. This may be one of the reasons that using simplifica-
tion has been shown to have no significant effect (positive or negative) on
the fitness of solution programs produced by the GP, and can even result
in slightly better performance in many cases.
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6.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we performed further analysis of the effects of using pro-
gram simplification on the internal “building blocks” of GP populations.
We built upon the numerical-node model we used in chapter 5 and used
a more complex fixed-depth subtree model. This model consisted of using
subtrees of a specified fixed depth.
In order to properly track and visualise these subtrees, we developed
FST-Hash, a hashing method to convert these subtrees into numeric values
for plotting into graphs for visualisation. FST-Hash is a two step process,
the first step consisting of translating the prefix ordering of the standard
GP tree program into a level ordering. The second step translated each
node into a corresponding enumerated digit (in our case, the values 0 −
9 and a − e) and converting the resulting numeric sequence into a base-
10 (decimal) number for plotting. In this way, we could visually track
subtrees as they were populated and desolated through each individual
GP run.
Using FST-Hash, we analysed the same Regression4 problem that we
used for the numerical-node model in chapter 5. Analysis of the subtrees
of depth 1 confirmed our results from chapter 5, where using simplifica-
tion was able to create new building blocks outside of the range that the
standard GP is restricted to. Our focus then turned to the larger subtrees
(depth 2 and 3). We found that using simplification meant that some of the
larger highly populated subtrees that are in the standard GP runs are no
longer highly populated in GP runs for the systems using simplification.
This suggests that the simplification process does disrupt building blocks
which are important to the standard GP, although these larger subtrees may
often be subtrees that simply manipulate numerical-nodes. However, we
also found that many building blocks were commonly found in both the
systems using simplification and the standard GP, showing that many im-
portant subtrees/building blocks are retained.
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We then tracked the number of subtrees being disrupted and created
from generation to generation and averaged these over the whole 50 runs
for each task. Through this analysis, we determined that using simplifica-
tion at any frequency leads to an increase in both the amount of subtrees
being disrupted and created in each generation, over the standard GP’s
“natural” levels. While this higher genetic turnover could lead to higher
amounts of genetic diversity, the overall net effect (subtrees created – sub-
trees disrupted) was relatively consistent between the standard GP and
the systems using simplification.
Our findings help explain why using simplification does not appear to
have any significant effect on the fitness of solution programs found by
GP, despite having better population diversity.
Chapter 7
Reducing Costs of Fitness
Evaluations
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, we have described a program simplification ap-
proach to removing redundancy from evolved GP programs during evo-
lution and analysed how this program simplification affects the building
blocks within GP populations. This online program simplification ap-
proach provides a method of reducing the computational cost of GP as
well as reducing the program size. In this chapter, we will describe a dif-
ferent approach to reducing computational costs in GP, this time by con-
sidering fitness evaluations.
Fitness Evaluation takes up a significant proportion of the computation
performed for GP (and EC in general). This is because every individual of
a population in every generation needs to be evaluated for all the given
training fitness cases. While several methods have been investigated to
reduce the cost of performing fitness evaluation, most of these previous
works have not been applied to GP (see chapter 2). However, none of the
GP methods exploit the fact that many subtrees in GP programs are func-
tionally or algebraically equivalent. In this chapter, we will look at a couple
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of methods. The first will look at avoiding re-evaluation of programs re-
produced by elitism. The secondmethod will be based on subtree caching,
while also taking advantage of the algebraic equivalence of many of these
subtrees.
7.1.1 Chapter Goals
This chapter aims to look at two different methods of reducing the num-
ber of node evaluations required to evaluate GP programs. Both of these
methods try to avoid performing fitness evaluations, while maintaining
the effectiveness of the GP programs evolved. More specifically, this chap-
ter will look to do the following:
• modify the standard GP to avoid re-evaluating programs produced
using elitism reproduction; determine whether this modification can
significantly reduce the amount of CPU time required for GP to run,
when compared to the standard GP;
• develop a new method of subtree caching, utilising algebraic equiv-
alence techniques; determine whether this method can significantly
reduce the node evaluation cost without decreasing the effective-
ness of the programs produced, compared with the standard GP ap-
proach;
• determine how choice in the size of subtrees that are cached affects
the performance of GP systems using the subtree caching method;
and
• investigate how the number of fitness cases in a given GP task can
affect the effectiveness of subtree caching.
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     rank   program   fitness
1) (* x (+ x 1))    0.987
2) (+ x (* x 2))    0.970
3) (+ x (* x 3))    0.950
.
.
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. . .
Original Population New Population
rank programs
reproduce top ranked programs
Figure 7.1: How elitism reproduction is performed.
7.2 Avoiding Re-evaluation of Reproduced Pro-
grams
Many GP systems employ some form of reproduction as a way of guaran-
teeing (or providing a high chance) that the next GP generation is at least
as fit as the current generation. One such method is elitism.
Elitism simply takes a ranked order of the population (in terms of fit-
ness) and copies a specified number of the highest ranked (fittest) pro-
grams directly into the next generation. This process is illustrated in figure
7.1.
In the standard GP, during the fitness evaluation stage, all programs in
the GP generation are evaluated. In the cases for programs copied over
by elitism, this is clearly superfluous effort, as the fitness of the copied
program has not changed since the last generation. In past experiments,
we have been using an elitism rate of 10% (a common value for repro-
duction rate) with a GP population of 500. This translates to 50 GP pro-
grams that are being unnecessarily re-evaluated in fitness. By avoiding
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the re-evaluation of these programs we reduce the overall number of node
evaluations that are being performed and can easily reduce the amount of
computation used in the GP run.
Wemade a simplemodification to the GP system to avoid re-evaluating
any GP program which was propagated to the new generation through
elitism reproduction. Because this modification is so basic, there is essen-
tially no overhead added to the GP system. Since all we are doing is copy-
ing a past evaluation result for a reproduced program, there are no side
effects that can lead to an incorrect evaluation for a program. Thus, the
GP programs evolved in the standard GP system and the modified system
(when using the same initial conditions and random seed) are identical.
Therefore the effectiveness of the programs being produced by both sys-
tems are also identical.
7.2.1 Experiments
We performed experiments on six GP tasks using the newly modified sys-
tem and compared the results with the standard GP system. The six tasks
chosen were: Regression2, Regression3, Shapes, Coins, Breast Cancer Wis-
consin (BCW) and the SPECT dataset. For more information on these
datasets, consult chapter 3.
Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 show a comparison of the standard GP system
and a GP system using elitism re-evaluation avoidance. Each graph shows
the CPU time taken by each system when using different rates of elitism
(we used rates of between 0% and 100%, in 10% increments). Each data-
point is an average measured CPU time from 50 individual runs. The gray
line in each graph represents the performance of the standard GP, while
the black line represents the performance of GP using elitism re-evaluation
avoidance.
The graphs clearly show that using elitism re-evaluation avoidance re-
sults in a lower amount of CPU time required to complete runs. As ex-
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Figure 7.2: Elitism Re-evaluation Avoidance: Symbolic Regression Tasks
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Figure 7.3: Elitism Re-evaluation Avoidance: Image Classification Tasks
pected, as the elitism rate was increased in each task, the gap between the
CPU time taken by the standard GP and that taken by the GP system us-
ing avoidance widened. Also, the size of the time saving appears to be
task specific and each task showed different amounts of savings gained
for each task. For example, the SPECT task showed the two systems to be
fairly close (at 100% elitism, having 14% time saved), while the results for
the Shapes task shows a large gap in measured CPU time between the two
systems (at 100% elitism, having 50% time saved).
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Figure 7.4: Elitism Re-evaluation Avoidance: Medical Classification Tasks
Table 7.1: Measure CPU Times for the six tasks, using 10% elitism
Task Standard GP Avoidance Savings (%)
Regression2 1.6576 ± 0.163426 1.5746 ± 0.152962 5.007%
Regression3 1.7104 ± 0.147969 1.6254 ± 0.140659 4.970%
Shapes 2.8056 ± 0.310466 2.6178 ± 0.280582 6.694%
Coins 1.2514 ± 0.166048 1.2062 ± 0.158486 3.612%
BCW 1.5408 ± 0.242678 1.4664 ± 0.226663 4.829%
SPECT 1.1934 ± 0.117231 1.151 ± 0.112025 3.553%
Elitism is typically set at a low rate, usually around 10%. Table 7.1
shows the CPU times that were obtained when using this elitism rate. It
shows that the savings to be expected from using this approach in a “re-
alistic” GP setting may be around 3.5 − 7%, depending on the problem.
Despite the simplicity of this modification to the GP system, it can result
in some significant saving in time.
However, this type of avoidance only affects programs that were re-
produced using elitism. This means that the elitism rate is essentially an
upper limit on how much computation can be saved using this approach
(i.e. if fitness evaluation accounted for 100% of GP computation, then by
avoiding evaluation of 10% of programs we can get at most a 10% sav-
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ing in computation). In the next section, we will look at an approach that
potentially affects all programs in the GP populations, and therefore can
potentially lead to much higher amounts of time being saved.
7.3 AvoidingRe-evaluationby using SubtreeCaching
Different GP programs in the same population often have certain subtrees
in common. This results from GP’s retention of fit programs using genetic
selection, as well as the use of reproduction. Crossover further propagates
some subtrees into multiple individuals of a new population. This fact
has helped develop ideas of code reuse (e.g. Automatically Defined Func-
tions). We can exploit this repetition through caching in order to save the
number of node evaluations that need to be performed, and hence save
CPU time.
Despite having a common goal (reducing the resources needed to per-
formGP evolution), caching differs from our earlier simplificationmethod.
The main aim of simplification is to reduce the memory usage of the GP
populations, by making the programs smaller and eliminating bloat. Any
CPU time reduction obtained is a side-effect of the GP system having to
process smaller programs. The main aim of caching on the other hand is
to reduce the number of node evaluations and CPU time required for GP
to evolve solutions, by exploiting common subtrees amongst the GP pop-
ulation. Caching does not aim to reduce the size of programs within GP at
all.
The following subsection explores the number of distinct tree struc-
tures that occur when considering different sized trees. This is important
for us to consider when designing a subtree caching mechanism.
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7.3.1 Calculating the number of possible distinct trees of
depth n
In order to make a thorough analysis of the caching performance, it is
useful to know exactly how many different trees of a certain depth exist,
at least to help understand the magnitudes of how much difference there
is between caching trees of depth 3 and caching trees of depth 5. Here we
assume that trees only have two children, as the function set we have used
for most of this thesis only take two child nodes as function parameters.
Firstly we define the base cases (depth of 0, 1). For depth of 0 the
answer is trivial, as there can only be one combination of a single node.
Similarly, for depth of 1, there is only one tree possible (the root node and
two children.
NumTrees(0) = 1 (7.1)
NumTrees(1) = 1 (7.2)
In order to generalise these cases to the nth case, we can think of the
problem in this way. Assume that we know the number of distinct trees
for all previous depths 0 through (n−1). To extend this to a depth of n, we
can just create a new root node at the top of the tree (which increases the
depth by 1). Now, for this new root node, we have the following possible
situations for making trees of depth n:
1. We place a tree of depth (n − 1) as the left child, and then place a
smaller tree (depth 0 to depth (n− 2)) as the right child.
2. We place a tree of depth (n − 1) as the right child, and then place a
smaller tree (depth 0 to depth (n− 2)) as the left child.
3. We place equally sized trees of depth (n−1) as both the left and right
children.
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Since we know the number of distinct trees for the lower depths, we
know that each of these three situations yields the following distinct num-
ber of trees:
1. The left child has NumTrees(n − 1) trees, while the right child can
have anywhere from NumTrees(0) to NumTrees(n − 2) trees. This
gives NumTrees(n− 1) ·
∑n−2
i=0 NumTrees(i).
2. This is just the inverted case of above. The right child hasNumTrees(n−
1) trees, while the left child can have anywhere fromNumTrees(0) to
NumTrees(n−2) trees. This gives
∑n−2
i=0 NumTrees(i)·NumTrees(n−
1).
3. This is the simplest case, for both left and right children, they both
can have NumTrees(n− 1) different subtrees, so the total number is
simply the product of left and right: NumTrees(n−1)·NumTrees(n−
1).
Summing these three cases together gives us the total number of dis-
tinct trees of depth n (or NumTrees(n)):
NumTrees(n) = NumTrees(n− 1) ·
n−2∑
i=0
NumTrees(i)
+
n−2∑
i=0
NumTrees(i) ·NumTrees(n− 1)
+ NumTrees(n− 1) ·NumTrees(n− 1)
Which can be simplified by factoring out the NumTrees(n− 1), giving
the rewritten equation for the general case (equation 7.3):
NumTrees(n) = NumTrees(n−1)
(
NumTrees(n−1)+2·
n−2∑
i=0
NumTrees(i)
)
(7.3)
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Table 7.2: Number of distinct trees calculated for depths 0 to 6
Depth n Distinct Trees NumTrees(n)
0 1
1 1
2 1(1 + 2 · 1) = 3
3 3(3 + 2 · [1 + 1]) = 21
4 21(21 + 2 · [3 + 1 + 1]) = 651
5 651(651 + 2 · [21 + 3 + 1 + 1]) = 457653
6 457653(457653 + 2 · [651 + 21 + 3 + 1 + 1]) = 2.100659306× 1011
Note that these equations so far only give the number of trees which
are distinct structurally, without taking into account the different combi-
nations of function nodes and terminal nodes that are possible within the
same tree structure. Calculations for the first seven tree depths are given
in table 7.2 (a maximum tree depth of 6 is usually used in GP setups).
There is extreme growth in the distinct number of trees even just be-
tween depths 4 and 5. We want to use caching in order to avoid re-
evaluations of subtrees which have been evaluated already in either pre-
vious generations or earlier in the current generation. In order to optimise
the caching process, and ensure that only “useful” caches are performed,
we need to know the probability that a subtree will be required at a later
stage. It would appear from our calculations that caching trees larger than
depth 4 may result in a large number of false collisions (as it requires an
unreasonably large number of distinct hash values in order to avoid such
collisions). Furthermore, the chances that subtrees of this size (and larger)
that are stored in the cache will be later retrieved is very small. Hence, we
may be required to cache subtrees of size 3 or smaller in order to get good
caching performance.
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7.3.2 SubtreeCaching using aHashing for EquivalenceMEthod
(SCHEME)
In Subtree Caching, the aim is to reduce the number of node evaluations
performed by storing the evaluation values for already evaluated subtrees
into the cache. Later evaluations of nodes will then consult the cache be-
fore proceeding further to determine whether the current subtree being
evaluated has been cached before. If it has, then the evaluation values are
fetched from the cache and the fitness evaluation method does not have to
travel any further down that program tree branch.
Since SCHEME’s fitness evaluation method is applied to all programs
during the GP runs, the cache will quickly fill as the GP run progresses.
This means that early GP generations are more likely to have more node
evaluations than later GP generations. In essence, by caching, we are hop-
ing to only ever have to evaluate a subtree the first time it occurs in the
run. Any subsequent existence of the same subtree in any GP generation
can then use those evaluated values that were calculated the first time.
The Method
Now we describe the subtree caching method as a whole.
Figure 7.5 shows pseudo-code for the fitness evaluation method used
in the standard GP. The fitness evaluation method recurses down to the
bottom of the tree and then builds up the evaluated values for each node.
This set of root node evaluation values will be used to determine the pro-
grams fitness (e.g. classification accuracy, mean squared error).
SCHEME implements the cache as a hash table, which allows very fast
storage and lookup. The entries within the hash table are indexed by al-
gebraic equivalence hashes described earlier in chapter 4. By doing this,
multiple subtrees which are not only structurally identical, but also alge-
braically equivalent subtrees (although they may differ wildly in struc-
ture) will consult the same hash entry.
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Algorithm 7.3.1: EVAL(NodeN )
comment: Evaluate the node recursively depending on its type
if N.Type = numeric
then return (N.V alue)
else if N.Type = “+”
then return (Eval(N.Child1) + Eval(N.Child2))
else if N.Type = “-”
then return (Eval(N.Child1)− Eval(N.Child2))
etc.
Figure 7.5: Pseudo-code for Standard GP fitness evaluation method.
SCHEME relies on the hash values of subtrees for lookup in the cache,
so we need to precompute these hashes before fitness evaluation takes
place. The hashing function traverses the program in a bottom-up postfix
order. The hash values of terminal nodes are straight forward to calculate,
and function nodes are then calculated from the hash values of their chil-
dren. Although this procedure will add some overhead, it only requires
a single parse of the program tree with one set of randomly generated
feature terminal values. In this sense, precomputing the algebraic equiv-
alence hash is similar to evaluating a program’s fitness using just a single
fitness case. Since we are saving on evaluating subtrees on often hundreds
(or even thousands) of fitness cases, adding this small amount of overhead
is expected to be offset by the large savings caching brings.
Because there is overhead associated with caching, and the fact that
a large proportion of subtrees cached may not be used in future gener-
ations, it is often undesirable to cache all of the possible subtrees in the
GP populations. In SCHEME we control the caching process by defining
a caching depth, which determines the depth of subtrees that are eligible
for caching. Depth indicates the number of “layers” or “levels” that the
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subtree contains (e.g. a subtree of depth 0 is simply a singular node with
no links, while a depth of 1 has a single level of links). Calculating the
depth of each node can be done simultaneously with precomputing the
algebraic equivalence hash (by using a depth of 0 for a terminal node, and
calculating the depth of a function node to be the maximum depth of its
children, plus one), and therefore does not require any additional parsing
of the program tree. Examples of subtree structures of various depths are
given in figure 7.6.
Depth 0 Depth 1 Depth 2
Figure 7.6: Examples of subtrees of various depths.
Figure 7.7 displays pseudo-code for the new fitness evaluation method
using SCHEME. As you can see, the first thing the method does is to check
whether the subtree extending from the given node is already present in
the subtree cache. This is simply done by looking up the node’s hash value
in the cache. If a match is found (a cache hit), then the evaluation values
which have been stored in the cache are returned to the node’s parent (and
avoiding traversing down the subtree further). If no match is found, then
the node needs to be evaluated normally.
After a node has been evaluated (which does not occur if there is a
cache hit), then the node’s depth is used to determine whether it is eligible
for caching. If the depth is not equal to the defined caching depth, then
the fitness evaluation continues to the next node. If they are equal, then
the evaluation values which have just been calculated are stored into the
subtree cache using the node’s hash value as the index. As doing this
incurs a cost penalty of copying the evaluation values to the cache, this is
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Algorithm 7.3.2: NEWEVAL(NodeN )
comment: First, check hash table for this node
if InHashTable(N)
then return (GetResultFromHashTable(N))
comment: Evaluate the node depending on its type
comment: Store result in a temporary holder for caching
if N.Type = numeric
then Result = N.V alue
else if N.Type = “+”
then Result = Eval(N.Child1) + Eval(N.Child2)
else if N.Type = “-”
then Result = NewEval(N.Child1)−NewEval(N.Child2)
etc.
comment: Store nodes that meet depth criteria
if N.Depth = CachingDepth
then StoreResultInHashTable(N, Result)
return (Result)
Figure 7.7: Pseudo-code for new Subtree Caching fitness evaluation
method.
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what we define as a cache miss.
Example
To further illustrate the SCHEME approach, we present an example.
+
- +
+ y
x 4.5
+ x
1.5 3.0
3
4
13 10 3
3
16
16
12
11
13
Figure 7.8: Example GP program used to demonstrate SCHEME, along
with node hash values.
Figure 7.8 shows the GP program we will be using as an example
here (along with pre-computed hash values for each program node shown
above each node). We assume that the subtree cache is completely empty.
The hash table size is 17 and the variables x and y have been randomly as-
signed hash values of 3 and 4 respectively. The caching depthwe are using
here is 1 (i.e. a single node with a number of child nodes). Our example
fitness case will be x = 1.0 and y = 2.0.
Firstly, fitness evaluation traverses (following post-fix order) down from
the root node to the bottom-left-most node in the tree (x). As the cache is
completely empty, none of the nodes can be located and no evaluation
value fetching can be done. Since the (x) node is a terminal node, caching
is not applicable and the node is evaluated normally, resulting in a return
value of<1.0> (from our sole fitness case). Similarly, the next node visited
(4.5) is also a terminal and returns a value of <4.5>.
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Moving up, the function node (+) is also evaluated as normal, giving
a return value of <5.5>. The depth of the subtree at this node is 1, which
meets our caching depth criteria. The evaluation value is stored in the
cache, under entry 16 (which is the pre-calculated hash value for this sub-
tree).
The (y) and (−) nodes that make up the rest of the left-branch of the
program are also evaluated as normal, giving the left branch a return value
of <3.5>. These two nodes are of depth 0 and 2 respectively, and are not
eligible for caching.
Now at this stage, fitness evaluation would usually traverse down to
the bottom-left most node of the right branch (1.5) and then build up the
return value for that whole branch. However, using SCHEME the cache is
consulted at each of the nodes before any recursive call has taken placed.
In this case, the subtree originating at the first (+) node of the right branch
has a hash value of 16, which gives a cache hit. The evaluation value
is retrieved from the cache, and so the (+) returns the cached value of
<5.5>. Finally, the root node is evaluated, giving the final program result
of <9.0>. The fully evaluated program tree is displayed in figure 7.9.
In this simple example, a full fitness evaluation would usually require
11 node evaluations. However, by using SCHEME, fitness evaluation only
requires 7 node evaluations. Also note that the subtree that was cached
and the subtree that is using the cached value are not strictly identical, but
are determined to be algebraically equivalent. As there are usually a large
number of fitness cases used in GP tasks, we expect that this method can
significantly reduce the node evaluation cost.
As the caching procedure is simply an extension of the standard fitness
evaluation procedure, it can be easily added on to any implementation of
the standard GP.
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+
- +
+ y
x 4.5
+ x
1.5 3.0
ret = [1.0] ret = [4.5]
ret = [5.5]
CACHED ret = [2.0]
ret = [3.5]
ret = [5.5]
FETCHED
ret = [9.0]
Not evaluated
Figure 7.9: Example GP program, fully evaluated using SCHEME
7.3.3 Experimental Setup
For experimentation, six different datasets of varying difficulty were used,
the first two being symbolic regression tasks and the remaining four being
classification tasks (two image classification and twomedical classification).
The six tasks chosen were: Regression1, Regression2, Shapes, Coins,
Breast Cancer Wisconsin (BCW) and the SPECT dataset. For more infor-
mation on these datasets, consult chapter 3.
Experiment Settings and Parameters
Table 7.3 displays the parameters used for the GP systems, as well as the
parameters used for the SCHEME method.
Note that a caching depth of 0 is not used in our experiments. Caching
subtrees of depth 0 corresponds to caching singular nodes. Singular nodes
already have the smallest cost of evaluation, and caching these is very
likely to result in a worse performance, as we would be adding caching
overhead for no gain. As we showed in section 7.3.1, caching subtrees
above size 4 or 5 looks highly undesirable, hence in these experiments we
restrict our cache depth to 5 and below.
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Table 7.3: GP and SCHEME parameters used for each dataset.
Parameter Value
Pop. Size 500
Max. Gens. 50
Mutation 30%
Crossover 60%
Elitism 10%
Max. Program Depth 6
Hash Table Size 499979
Cache Depth 1 to 5 (inclusive)
In order to ensure the validity of our results, each task was run for 50
GP runs for each of the system combinations tested (Standard GP, GP with
SCHEME Depth 1, GP with SCHEME Depth 2, GP with SCHEME Depth
3, GP with SCHEME Depth 4 and GP with SCHEME Depth 5), making up
1800 runs in total (50 runs× 6 tasks× 6 systems). Each GP run was given a
different random seed in order to provide different initial conditions, and
these seeds were kept consistent between systems so that each system was
given the same 50 random seeds for their set of GP runs.
To reduce any possible variability in recorded CPU times, all of the
experiments were performed on a single Dell Optiplex GX745 machine
with 2GB of memory.
7.3.4 Results
In this section we discuss the results that we obtained from the experi-
ments performed using the six tasks.
SCHEME vs. Standard GP
Table 7.4 displays a comparison of the best results between the Standard
GP and the GP with SCHEME methods. The results display the CPU time
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Table 7.4: Comparison table of Standard GP versus SCHEME for all tasks.
Task (No. Cases) Regression1 (400) Regression2 (200)
Standard Caching Standard Caching
Time (s) 2.224 ± 0.456 1.673 ± 0.198 1.810 ± 0.168 1.409 ± 0.105
Time Reduction 24.78% 22.15%
Node Eval’s 758309 ± 152637 202989 ± 25045.9 890984 ± 94795.1 198126 ± 16420.5
Eval Reduction 73.23% 77.76%
Cache Hits N/A 65124.9 ± 10631.9 N/A 75499.1 ± 7307.62
Cache Misses N/A 12764.7 ± 1265 N/A 12406.4 ± 817.965
Task (No. Cases) Shapes (1800) Coins (385)
Standard Caching Standard Caching
Time (s) 3.051 ± 0.375 2.311 ± 0.163 1.469 ± 0.266 1.359 ± 0.176
Time Reduction 24.25% 7.49%
Node Eval’s 782078 ± 108980 271886 ± 24392.3 736253 ± 131099 296646 ± 30284.9
Eval Reduction 65.24% 59.71%
Cache Hits N/A 82490.4 ± 16286.6 N/A 49685.6 ± 11625.9
Cache Misses N/A 15651.8 ± 641.73 N/A 16037.9 ± 999.507
Task (No. Cases) BCW (699) SPECT (267)
Standard Caching Standard Caching
Time (s) 1.955 ± 0.244 1.664 ± 0.153 1.514 ± 0.131 1.375 ± 0.133
Time Reduction 14.88% 9.18%
Node Eval’s 803272 ± 103514 312373 ± 24821.9 829208 ± 85301.9 289273 ± 18083.5
Eval Reduction 61.11% 65.11%
Cache Hits N/A 50173 ± 9936.2 N/A 83264.4 ± 16063.9
Cache Misses N/A 16277.6 ± 623.441 N/A 16885.2 ± 940.366
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taken for the GP system to run (Time) and the number of node evaluations
performed for the entire GP run. Additionally, for the GP system using
SCHEME, the numbers of cache hits and misses are also shown. The re-
duction in Time and Evaluations obtained by using SCHEME is given for
each task as a percentage.
One of the major goals of this chapter was to reduce the cost of evaluat-
ing fitness cases. The results summarised in table 7.4 clearly show that for
all six tasks, using SCHEME resulted in a large reduction in the number
of nodes being evaluated in a GP run. For all of the tasks, the reduction
in node evaluations exceeded 59%. In particular, for the two regression
problems, the number of node evaluations was reduced by over 70%. This
may be because of the repetitive nature of the problems used ((8x + 8) is
the same as 8 · (x + 1) and (x + 2)3 is simply (x + 2)(x + 2)(x + 2)), which
may result in more cache hits. Indeed, for those tasks that performed best
at caching depth 3, the two regression problems had the highest cache hit
rate.
The results in table 7.4 also detail the CPU times required for a GP run.
They show that using SCHEME resulted in reduction of between 7% and
25% in the time required to train the GP programs. The amount of re-
duction is significantly lower than the amount that SCHEME lowered the
number of node evaluations, which suggests that there is a certain amount
of overhead that SCHEME introduces that must be overcome in order to
gain improvements in GP training times. The impact that caching has on
the GP system can be affected by many parameters such as population
size, number of generations, number of fitness cases, computation costs of
functions.
Hashing merely provides an estimation of algebraic equivalence, which
of course can lead to hashing collisions. This may lead to some indirect
alteration of the GP populations. It is important that using the caching
method does not deteriorate the performance or effectiveness of the GP sys-
tem. If a method were to worsen the effectiveness of the GP system, then
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Table 7.5: Average Training and Testing Fitnesses of Solution Programs
for all six tasks. Fitness for the Regression problems is the measured MSE,
while for the other tasks it is the classification accuracy.
Training Fitness Testing Fitness
Dataset Standard GP SCHEME Standard GP SCHEME
Regression1 0.0838 ± 0.193 0.0783 ± 0.208 N/A N/A
Regression2 1718.06 ± 2090.91 1836.76 ± 2108.5 N/A N/A
Shapes 0.887 ± 0.163 0.913 ± 0.106 0.883 ± 0.166 0.908 ± 0.109
Coins 0.761 ± 0.145 0.764 ± 0.150 0.761 ± 0.150 0.751 ± 0.184
BCW 0.856 ± 0.108 0.866 ± 0.128 0.912 ± 0.105 0.914 ± 0.131
SPECT 0.884 ± 0.125 0.897 ± 0.149 0.896 ± 0.137 0.915 ± 0.151
this would of course make the caching method less desirable to use. The
experimental results gained on all six tasks showed very small differences
in the training and testing fitnesses obtained (the training and testing fit-
nesses for the best results in both the standard GP and SCHEME methods
are displayed in table 7.5). Using a statistical Z-Test to pairwise compare
the caching systems with the standard GP, we found that there was no
significant difference (to a 95% confidence interval) in either the training
fitnesses or testing fitnesses (in applicable tasks) yielded by these systems.
This suggests that using SCHEME has no significant impact on the effec-
tiveness of the GP system.
Overall, the results show that by using SCHEME we can significantly
reduce both the number of node evaluations as well as the GP training
time, improving the efficiency of GP. More importantly, this improvement
does not come at the cost of GP effectiveness, as a statistical Z-test shows
no significant difference in solution accuracy on both training and test
data.
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7.4 Discussions of Caching Depth
Firstly, using SCHEME at each of the caching depths tested (1 to 5) led in
almost all cases to a decrease in both Node Evaluations and Time com-
pared to the Standard GP (only in the SPECT task did a caching depth of 5
have a higher CPU Time than Standard GP). However, the caching depth
that performed best was always either 2 or 3, depending on the task and
the measurement (Node Evaluations or CPU Time). The number of node
evaluations and CPU times for all six tasks are illustrated in figure 7.10.
When considering node evaluations, the four classification tasks had
the lowest number of node evaluationswhen using caching depth 2 (Shapes,
Coins, Breast Cancer Wisconsin and SPECT), while the two symbolic re-
gression problems performed best with caching depth 3. However, when
considering CPU times, four of the tasks had the lowest times when using
depth 3 (Regression1, Regression2, Coins and Breast Cancer Wisconsin),
and the remaining two with caching depth 2 (Shapes and SPECT). It is no-
table that the differences between the times for the two depths are small.
However the results indicate that the lowest number of node evaluations
may not directly correspond with the lowest CPU time.
With regards to the other caching depths, a caching depth of 1 appears
to perform better than a caching depth of 4 in tasks where the number of
node evaluations was lowest at depth 2. While a caching depth of 4 out-
performed a caching depth of 1 in tasks where the number of node evalu-
ations was lowest at depth 3. Whichever of these is closer to the optimal
depth outperforms the other. A caching depth of 5 always performed the
poorest out of the 5 tested depths.
The reason that a caching depth of 1 may not be optimal is that using
this depth caches the smallest possible trees which are not singular. This
results in a lot of caching activity, and while there may be a lot of cache
hits when using this depth, these hits do not save many node evaluations.
In this case, the overhead from performing caching may cancel a large
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Figure 7.10: No. of Node Evaluations and CPU Time when caching depth
is varied.
amount of the benefit of the subtree caching.
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Conversely, using a caching depth of 4 or 5 means that fairly large sub-
trees are being cached. While this can mean saving a lot of node evalua-
tions whenever the cache is used, there are exponentially more different
subtrees of larger size. This means that the number of cache hits will be
somewhat reduced, resulting in worse performance than using a smaller
cache depth.
As all of the tasks performed best when a caching depth of 2 or 3 were
used, we then tried to cache both subtrees of depth 2 and subtrees of depth
3. Performing the experimental tasks when caching both depths 2 and 3
did not yield better results than simply caching either depth 2 or depth 3.
Overall, the results showed that when using a caching depth that is too
small, not enough node evaluations are being saved per cache hit. Con-
versely, when using a caching depth that is too large, there are too few
cache hits to be effective. The results gathered on the six GP tasks empir-
ically show that a caching depth of 2 or 3 may be a good starting point
when selecting a caching depth for other GP tasks.
7.5 Discussions on Increasing theNumber of Fit-
ness Cases
Each of the datasets used have varying numbers of available data instances.
This means that for each node evaluated, GP would have to evaluate that
node for a different number of instances, depending on which dataset
is used. This obviously can have an effect on the amount of computa-
tion effort saved when using SCHEME. This subsection will look at how
the number of fitness cases in a dataset affects the efficiency when using
SCHEME.
For experimentationwe used an expanded version of the Shapes dataset.
This dataset is the same as the original Shapes dataset (with 1800 instances),
but has had additional instances generated (using the original programs
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used to randomly generate this artificial dataset) making a total of 30,000
data instances. We then ran GP with SCHEME on subsets of this dataset,
varying in size (1800; 3000; 4800; 7200; 9000; 15,000; 30,000). By varying the
number of fitness cases, we get a measure for how the reductions gained
by SCHEME in computational cost scale as the number of fitness cases is
increased.
Results
Figure 7.11 shows the average CPU time and number of evaluations GP
obtained on each of the dataset subsets. Figure 7.12 shows the number of
cache hits and number of cache misses that occurred when using GP on
each of the dataset subsets.
As shown by their graphs, the Number of Evaluations, Number of
Caching Hits and Number of Caching Misses remain relatively consis-
tent when increasing the number of data instances. However, the graph
for CPU Time shows an increasing amount of time being saved when us-
ing SCHEME, with the gap between the time for the standard GP and the
time for the GP using SCHEME continually widening. This is because as
the number of fitness instances increases, the time required for evaluating
each GP program also increases. Multiplied across all of the programs in
all of the generations during the GP evolution, fitness evaluation as a pro-
cess takes up a larger and larger proportion of the GP evolution effort. As
SCHEME reduces the number of program nodes that need to be evaluated
and each node would need to be ordinarily evaluated for a large number
of fitness cases, by increasing the number of fitness cases we are increasing
the amount of effort that SCHEME saves. This leads to the widening gap
between the time obtained using standard GP and the time obtained when
using the SCHEME method.
This CPU time graph shows that the CPU time does not increase lin-
early as the number of fitness cases increases, and may grow at an expo-
nential or geometric rate. This implies that SCHEME is highly suitable
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CPU Time
Node Evaluations
Figure 7.11: CPU Time and Node Evaluations for using SCHEME on
Shapes datasets on increasing size
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Cache Hits
Cache Misses
Figure 7.12: Cache Hits and Cache Misses for using SCHEME on Shapes
datasets on increasing size
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.13: CPU Time for using SCHEME on Shapes datasets on increas-
ing size: (a) log(No. Fitness Cases) vs. Time(s), (b) log(No. Fitness Cases)
vs. log(Time(s))
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for tasks which contain a very large number of fitness cases. Figure 7.13
shows more CPU time graphs, the first plotting log(No. Fitness Cases) vs.
Time(s) and the second plotting log(No. Fitness Cases) vs log(Time(s)).
The first graph does not show a linear relationship between log(No. Fit-
ness Cases) and Time(s), which tells us that the relationship between CPU
time and the number of fitness cases is not exponential. However, the sec-
ond plot does suggest a linear relationship between log(No. Fitness Cases)
and log(Time(s)), suggesting a power law relationship between CPU time
and the number of fitness cases in the training set.
7.6 Selecting Caching Depth Dynamically
One of themajor conclusions that were found from experiments performed
using SCHEME was that the optimal caching depth can vary for different
GP tasks. Also, in standard SCHEME the caching depth is kept constant
for the entirety of the GP evolution. In this section, we explore methods of
dynamically selecting the caching depth during the GP evolution.
7.6.1 dSCHEME: Caching Dynamically Chosen Subtrees
This is more complex subtree selection mechanism that is similar to that
used in “Alternatives in Subtree Caching”. It is based upon the notion that
if both of child nodes are being used often in the cache, thenwe should add
this parent node as it is likely to be used often as well, and incrementally
save more node evaluations.
Every time a subtree is fetched from the subtree cache, a count of how
many times it is used is incremented. This keeps track of how often a par-
ticular subtree is used since it was cached (our early experiments suggest
that only around 4% of subtrees are used more than 10 times and 40% are
used at least once). This way it is easy to find which subtrees are being
used often.
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Table 7.6: Comparison table of dSCHEME versus SCHEME for all tasks.
Task (No. Cases) Regression1 (400) Regression2 (200)
dSCHEME Caching dSCHEME Caching
Time (s) 1.686 ± 0.209 1.673 ± 0.198 1.488± 0.144 1.409 ± 0.105
Node Eval’s 237614± 38309.7 202989± 25045.9 242140± 42168.7 198126± 16420.5
Cache Hits 101246± 16813.3 65124.9± 10631.9 115517± 15799 75499.1± 7307.62
Cache Misses 12099± 1306.26 12764.7± 1265 11735.4± 562.268 12406.4± 817.965
Task (No. Cases) Shapes (1800) Coins (385)
dSCHEME Caching dSCHEME Caching
Time (s) 2.381 ± 0.193 2.311 ± 0.163 1.41 ± 0.216 1.359 ± 0.176
Node Eval’s 261922± 33950.2 271886± 24392.3 265846± 38834.2 296646± 30284.9
Cache Hits 109722± 17687.2 82490.4± 16286.6 110090± 19552.5 49685.6± 11625.9
Cache Misses 14271.7± 895.072 15651.8± 641.73 14088.1± 1223.52 16037.9± 999.507
Task (No. Cases) BCW (699) SPECT (267)
dSCHEME Caching dSCHEME Caching
Time (s) 1.742 ± 0.184 1.664 ± 0.153 1.426± 0.134 1.375 ± 0.133
Node Eval’s 281183± 33464.6 312373± 24821.9 267624± 29885.2 289273± 18083.5
Cache Hits 119563± 16134.6 50173± 9936.2 117036± 13769.6 83264.4± 16063.9
Cache Misses 14264.9± 795.157 16277.6± 623.441 15849.6± 1120.67 16885.2± 940.366
At first, only subtrees of depth 1 are cached, as these are the smallest
possible non-singular subtrees. For trees which are of bigger depth (2+),
the child nodes are looked up in the cache. If both of these child nodes
are in the cache, then their subtree cache use counts are checked. If both
of these counts are sufficiently high (controlled by a specified parameter),
then the bigger subtree is also cached. The aim is to have in the cache the
biggest possibly sized subtrees that are used very often. If a bigger subtree
is not used very often then its parent will not be added to the cache and
the growth stops there.
Results from all six tasks as well as the results from SCHEME using the
“best” static caching-depths are given in table 7.6. In the four classifica-
tion tasks (Shapes, Coins, BCW and SPECT) using dSCHEME reduces the
number of node evaluations when compared to the standard GP. How-
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ever, in the regression tasks (Regression1 and Regression2) there is an in-
crease in the number of node evaluations. Even with a decrease in node
evaluations in four of the six tasks, there was an increase in CPU time
for all six tasks. This is likely because of the increased overhead needed
to track subtree counts and check that child nodes are (a) already in the
subtree cache and (b) have a sufficiently high use count. It appears that a
selection method will need very little overhead to be effective.
7.6.2 iSCHEME: Caching using Incremental Depth
We have seen in our results from dSCHEME that the dynamic caching-
depth selection method will need to be very fast in order to not incur too
much overhead that will offset the savings that reducing the number of
node evaluations gives. Here, we will look at a much simpler approach to
selecting caching depth.
Initial GP populations are usually generated entirely at random. This
means that any shared subtrees between any two programs is entirely up
to chance, which as we showed in subsection 7.3.1 becomes increasingly
unlikely as the subtree size considered increases. This suggests that as
we begin our GP evolution, we should only be caching very small sub-
trees as they are the most likely to have repetitions in the population. As
the GP evolution progresses, the GP population tends to converge and it
is likely that larger and larger subtrees will repeat themselves in the pro-
gram population. This suggests that we should increase the caching size
as evolution progresses to benefit most from subtree caching.
Based on this idea, we developed iSCHEME (“incremental SCHEME”).
This method begins with a caching depth of 1 (the smallest non-singular
subtree possible) and increments the depth at regular intervals in the evo-
lution run until the last interval of GP generations are caching whole pro-
grams. Our implementation calculates the cache depth, given the current
generation number as follows:
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Table 7.7: Comparison table of iSCHEME versus SCHEME for all tasks.
Task (No. Cases) Regression1 (400) Regression2 (200)
iSCHEME Caching iSCHEME Caching
Time (s) 1.650 ± 0.192 1.673 ± 0.198 1.416± 0.127 1.409 ± 0.105
Node Eval’s 190007± 30627.9 202989± 25045.9 191925± 15632.9 198126± 16420.5
Cache Hits 82127.5± 10154.9 65124.9± 10631.9 91668.6± 8173.82 75499.1± 7307.62
Cache Misses 15336.3± 2084.42 12764.7± 1265 15179.4± 862.77 12406.4± 817.965
Task (No. Cases) Shapes (1800) Coins (385)
iSCHEME Caching iSCHEME Caching
Time (s) 2.278 ± 0.172 2.311 ± 0.163 1.383± 0.141 1.359 ± 0.176
Node Eval’s 226517± 17506.7 271886± 24392.3 232415± 14650.1 296646± 30284.9
Cache Hits 83536.7± 9138.05 82490.4± 16286.6 85042.9± 9984.28 49685.6± 11625.9
Cache Misses 18617.2± 584.672 15651.8± 641.73 19299.2± 496.094 16037.9± 999.507
Task (No. Cases) BCW (699) SPECT (267)
iSCHEME Caching iSCHEME Caching
Time (s) 1.672 ± 0.161 1.664 ± 0.153 1.401± 0.139 1.375 ± 0.133
Node Eval’s 238269± 14769.4 312373± 24821.9 246536± 24151.5 289273± 18083.5
Cache Hits 89563.6± 10465.4 50173± 9936.2 88898.1± 9527.79 83264.4± 16063.9
Cache Misses 19706.6± 446.691 16277.6± 623.441 20902.1± 655.039 16885.2± 940.366
cache depth =
current gen( max. gens
max. tree depth - 1
) (7.4)
Note: It is important to note that the maximum tree depth parameter regards
a depth of 1 to be a singular node, while in SCHEME we define a depth of 1 as
the smallest non-singular subtree (i.e. two levels). This is the reason that our
equation uses (max. tree depth - 1).
For example, consider a GP setup where the maximum number of gen-
erations is 50, and the maximum tree depth allowed is 6. This means that
the cache depth is calculated by
current gen
50÷5
=
current gen
10
. This essen-
tially means that every 10 generations the caching depth is incremented.
At the last generation (50th) the caching depth becomes 6, meaning that no
caching takes place in the final generation.
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Results for iSCHEME are given in table 7.7. These clearly show that
in all of the tasks that the number of node evaluations is further reduced
when compared to the “best” depths found for each task when using stan-
dard SCHEME. However, this reduction in node evaluations does not di-
rectly translate into proportional savings in time, with iSCHEME perform-
ing slightly poorer than the “best” depths in all tasks except the Shapes
dataset. This suggests that there may be some level of overhead from
calculating cache depths as evolution progresses. As this method is very
simple, finding an effective method of selecting caching depth may be dif-
ficult.
In both our results from dSCHEME and iSCHEME, we see that we can
achieve lower node evaluations using both of these methods. However,
the overhead that these selection methods add appears to overpower the
reduction in node evaluations they achieve and the CPU times generally
increase over the “best” caching-depth using regular SCHEME. It appears
that finding a good dynamic selection scheme is difficult and would re-
quire a combination of low overhead and very high reduction of node
evaluations in order to reduce CPU times.
7.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have aimed to reduce the code of performing fitness
evaluation in GP. Our first method we developed (in line with our first
goal) was elitism avoidance, where programs in a new generation that were
created through elitism reproduction were not evaluated for fitness, and
their fitness simply copied from the old generation. Though this method
was simple, our results on six GP tasks showed that using elitism avoid-
ance could significantly reduce the CPU time required by GP to evolve a
solution program. How much CPU time could be saved was found to be
task dependent, but when using a “typical” elitism rate of 10%, we found
that CPU time was reduced between 3.5% and 7%.
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We then described Subtree Caching using a Hashing for Equivalence
MEthod (SCHEME), our method for reducing the cost of fitness evalua-
tions which utilises Subtree Caching and Algebraic Equivalence Hashing.
The SCHEME method requires setting a new parameter: caching depth,
which determines the size of subtrees to store in the cache. A GP system
using SCHEME is compared to the standard GP system using six different
tasks of varying difficulty. The results showed that by using SCHEME,
there was a large reduction in the number of node evaluations that were
performed in evaluating the GP programs during the GP runs. The results
also showed a significant reduction in the CPU time required to perform
each GP run, although this reduction varied with each task. Statistical
significance testing showed that SCHEME did not significantly affect the
training fitnesses and testing accuracies obtained on the six tasks, show-
ing that this is a viable method of reducing the costs of evaluation without
deteriorating GP effectiveness.
While with all caching depths, using SCHEME resulted in improved
efficiency, it was found that caching subtrees of depth 2 or 3 was the most
effective. Four out of the six tasks had the lowest CPU timeswith a caching
depth of 3, and four out of the six tasks had the lowest number of node
evaluations when using a caching depth of 2. This suggests that obtaining
the lowest number of node evaluations may not equate to the lowest CPU
time (although the times for these two depths were close) and this phe-
nomenon needs further investigation. A caching depth of 2 or 3 may be a
good starting point when using this caching approach on other GP tasks.
The optimal value for caching depth is task specific. We therefore
aimed to develop a method of dynamically selecting the caching depth for
use with the SCHEMEmethod. This was performed in two ways. The first
was to begin with the smallest caching depth and increment the depth at
regular intervals during the GP evolution (iSCHEME). The second was to
track the cache activity for subtrees and only cache subtrees that contained
frequently used subtress (dSCHEME). Both of thesemethodswere used on
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the same six GP tasks as the original SCHEME and the results of all three
compared. It was found that while using these dynamic methods reduces
the number of node evaluations and improves cache efficiency over the
standard GP, the CPU time required for GP runs using these methods was
generally worse than when using the “optimal” cache depth with the orig-
inal SCHEME. This is most likely caused by the extra overhead introduced
by the caching depth selection algorithms. In future work we will look at
other methods of dynamically selecting the caching depth.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
In this chapter, we present the contributions and conclusions of the body
of work in this thesis, as related to the research questions posed in section
1.3. We then outline some possible future research directions.
8.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, our overall goal was to increase the efficiency of GP, thereby
improving its utilisation of available system resources. To achieve this,
we have focused on two current issues in GP: Program Bloat, which is the
tendency of GP programs to grow rapidly with often useless/redundant
code; and Fitness Evaluation, which is the most costly process in GP, espe-
cially when the number of available fitness cases are numerous. The over-
all goal has been achieved through our research in these two areas, and
has led to several new methods. In the rest of this section, we summarise
the major conclusions that directly correspond to our research questions.
Then we describe our major findings that were not directly related to our
research questions, but derived from our results.
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8.1.1 Direct Conclusions
• We developed a new method of removing redundant GP program
code (Algebraic Simplification) using algebraic rules and hashing.
We showed that it could significantly reduce the size of programs
within theGP populations and the CPU time that GPuses to evolve
solutions. We found that using simplification does not reduce the
effectiveness of the GP system in finding solutions.
OurAlgebraic Simplificationmethod used simple algebraic rules and
an equivalence hashing technique (which determined the equiva-
lence of GP program subtrees) to remove redundant code from GP
programs during evolution. We then integrated the simplification
algorithm into a standard GP system and used it to simplify all pro-
grams within certain GP populations. A simplification frequency pa-
rameter was used to determine in which generation(s) the GP pop-
ulation would be simplified. This allowed an element of control of
how aggressively we would apply simplification.
We usedGP systemswith our simplification method to perform seven
different tasks (three symbolic regression, two image classification
and two medical classification) and compared the results to those
from a standard GP system.
We found that using simplification led to a reduction in the size of
programs held in the GP populations. However, while using simpli-
fication at every generation produced the largest reduction in pro-
gram size in most tasks, it could also lead to an increase in the time
used by GP to find a solution. This increase was caused by the over-
head that performing simplification adds to the GP system. A sim-
plification frequency of 5 appears to be a good starting point when
applying simplification to a new GP task.
We also found that simplification did not have a significant effect
on the effectiveness of GP in finding solution programs. This was
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a very important result, as it shows that simplification is a viable
technique for combating program bloat problem without sacrificing
any of GP’s problem solving power.
• Wedeveloped two simple building blockmodels, as well as frame-
works for analysing these building blocks in order to investigate
the effects of simplification onGP populations. We found that sim-
plification both creates and disrupts building blocks within GP
populations. These two effects may balance out which keeps GP
using simplification as effective as the standard GP.
Four systems were tested, made up of both the standard GP sys-
tem without simplification and three separate GP systems employ-
ing simplification. Each GP system with simplification used a differ-
ent frequency (every generation, every 5 generations and every 10).
Aggregate results on two symbolic regression tasks of different diffi-
culty show that overall, GP systems employing simplification could
obtain a slight improvement in fitness at some frequencies, while
also reducing program size and shortening evolution times.
Our first building blockmodel was numerical-nodes, whichwe tracked
during individual GP system runs for all four systems, on a heavily
constant-dependent symbolic regression task (Regression4). The val-
ues of every numerical-node in each generation, as well as a count
of distinct numerical-node values in each generation were recorded
during the runs.
Through analysis of the data using graphical plots, we found that
simplification does disrupt existing building blocks early in the GP
evolution. However, simplification also creates new numerical-nodes
which were not present in the GP system before. Graphical plots
show that some of these new nodes are propagated through the GP
populations, constituting new building blocks.
These results provide evidence to help alleviate concerns that using
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a simplification component may hinder building blocks within a GP
population and hence the performance of the GP system. Counts
of the number of distinct numerical-nodes in each generation show
that GP systems with simplification display increased diversity in
the numerical-nodes available to the system.
For our second model, we built upon the numerical-node model we
used in chapter 5 and used a more complex fixed-depth subtreemodel.
This model consisted of using subtrees of a specified fixed depth.
In order to properly track and visualise these subtrees, we devel-
oped FST-Hash, a hashing method to convert these subtrees into nu-
meric values for plotting into graphs for visualisation. FST-Hash is
a two step process, the first step consisting of translating the prefix
ordering of the standard GP tree program into a level ordering. The
second step translated each node into a corresponding enumerated
digit (of a particular base, depending on the problem) and convert-
ing the resulting numeric sequence into a base-10 (decimal) number
for plotting.
We analysed the same Regression4 problem that we used for the
numerical-node model in chapter 5. Our results confirmed the re-
sults from chapter 5, and the simplification process was found to
both disrupt and create new subtrees and building blocks. We found
that some highly populated subtrees in the standard GP runs were
not found in the runs using GP, indicating that simplification re-
moves important building blocks from GP (although many of these
subtrees simply manipulated numerical-nodes). However, we also
found that many important building blocks were retained in systems
using simplification.
By tracking the number of subtrees being disrupted and created from
generation to generation, we found that using simplification at any
frequency leads to an increase in both the amount of subtrees being
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disrupted and created in each generation, over the standard GP’s
“natural” levels. While this higher genetic turnover could lead to
higher amounts of genetic diversity, the overall net effect (subtrees
created – subtrees disrupted) was relatively consistent between the
standard GP and the systems using simplification.
Our findings help explain why using simplification does not appear
to have any significant negative effect on the fitness of solution pro-
grams found by GP.
• We developed a new method SCHEME, for caching subtrees dur-
ing fitness evaluation of GP populations. We showed that by us-
ing this method, we could significantly reduce both the number
of node evaluations required to perform fitness evaluation and the
amount of time that GP takes to evolve solutions. Using a caching
depth of 2 or 3 is most effective for the six tasks we tested.
Subtree Caching using aHashing for EquivalenceMEthod (SCHEME)
utilised a hash based cache and Algebraic Equivalence Hashing to
cache fitness evaluations of previously seen subtrees. By using alge-
braic equivalence hashing, we may avoid evaluating non-previously
seen subtrees if they are algebraically equivalent to a previously seen
subtree.
We compared the performance of a GP system using SCHEME to the
standard GP system using six different tasks of varying difficulty. We
found that there is a large reduction in the number of node evalua-
tions that are performed in evaluating the GP programs during the
GP runs when using SCHEME.We also found a significant reduction
in the CPU time required to perform each GP run, although this re-
duction varied with each task. Statistical significance testing showed
that SCHEME did not significantly affect the training fitnesses and
testing accuracies obtained on the six tasks, showing that this is a
viable method of reducing the costs of evaluation without deterio-
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rating GP effectiveness.
We found that caching subtrees of depth 2 or 3 was the most effective
for each of the six tasks. While four out of the six tasks had the low-
est CPU times with a caching depth of 3, four out of the six tasks had
the lowest number of node evaluationswhen using a caching depth of
2, suggesting that obtaining the lowest number of node evaluations
may not equate to the lowest CPU time (although the times for these
two depths are close) and this phenomenon needs further investiga-
tion. A caching depth of 2 or 3 may be a good starting point when
using this caching approach on other GP tasks.
8.1.2 Indirect Conclusions
• We found that using simplification may aid the GP system in par-
ticular tasks where the chosen numerical-node range is inappro-
priate for the given task. As simplification can create newnumerical-
nodes out side of this range, systems which use simplification are
less sensitive to this parameter setting. This is particularly useful
for problems in which prior knowledge of the parameter ranges is
not known.
Additional results using different initial numerical-node ranges (in
effect adjusting the difficulty of the task) showed that using simpli-
fication resulted in the GP system performing better (and with more
stability) than the standard GP in situations where the initial range
was highly unsuitable for the problem, suggesting that the creation
of new building blocks is highly useful in these situations.
• Wemodified the fitness evaluationmethod inGP to avoid re-evaluation
of programs born out of reproduction (i.e. elitism). We found that
using this simple approach on six tasks, we could gain between
3.5% and 7% in the amount of CPU time used by GP to find a solu-
tion, when using a “typical” reproduction rate of 10%.
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• Wedeveloped two simplemethod for dynamically selecting caching
depth for SCHEME during the evolutionary process. We found
that using these methods were not as effective as using an “op-
timal” static caching depth value. While node evaluations were
further reduced, overhead introduced by the dynamic selection
led to worse CPU times than using SCHEME with the “optimal”
static caching depth. However, using these dynamic methods still
achieved significantly better CPU times than the standard GP.
Our first method was to begin with the smallest caching depth and
increment the depth at regular intervals during the GP evolution (iS-
CHEME). The second was to track the cache activity for subtrees and
only cache subtrees that contained frequently used subtress (dSCHEME).
Both of these methods were used on the same six GP tasks as the
original SCHEME and the results of all three compared. It was found
that while using these dynamicmethods reduces the number of node
evaluations and improves cache efficiency, the CPU time required for
GP runs using these methods was generally worse than when using
the “optimal” cache depth with the original SCHEME. This is most
likely caused by the extra overhead introduced by the caching depth
selection algorithms.
8.2 Future Works
• Dynamic methods of selecting caching depth. We investigated two
methods of selecting caching depth during the evolution for SCHEME
to use. While these methods further reduced the number of node
evaluations, they slightly increased the CPU time that GP evolution
took (compared to SCHEME using the “optimal” caching depth). In
future, we will investigate more dynamic methods.
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• More complex building blockmodels. The numeric-node and fixed-
depth subtree models provided two methods of analysing the dy-
namics of building blocks within evolved programs in GP. Com-
pared with the existing work in building block analysis in GP, these
approaches are certainly a major step. However, these models are
far from ideal for building block analysis. We will investigate more
effective methods for performing building block analysis in future.
• Adjusting proportion for simplification. While we have looked at
adjusting the frequency of how often simplification is performed, our
simplification method still simplifies all programs in the GP popula-
tions. In future we will look at adjusting the proportion of the popu-
lation which simplification will be applied to.
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